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Hello, Spartans! Our names are
Ava Kenney and Sanjay Palta-Hill, and
we are the Co-Student Life Editors for
the Sword and Shield. In this issue, you
will find analysis of the 2020 Presidential Election, enjoyable winter tips and
ideas, critical college advice, and an
update on the coronavirus and its vaccine. During these challenging times,
we hope that this informative and diverting issue will bring you a sense of
motivation, positivity, and community.
Enjoy, and have a great month!
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STUDENT LIFE
BLACK FRIDAY SHOPPING DURING A
PANDEMIC?

By Saivarshini Rishi
As we continue to fight our way through this pandemic, we see it changing many important aspects of our
lives, such as holidays and events. I want you to close your eyes for a minute and take your mind to Black Friday
shopping, a widespread tradition in the U.S.
What is the first thing that comes to your mind? I’m not a mind-reader but I’m pretty sure you pictured something like long lines of people outside of stores and people pushing each other to get an item on clearance. But
one question that everyone has is, how will it look like this year? I mean, can we picture this sort of a scenario in
our current situation?
To begin with, many stores have started to introduce these sales earlier
than before and have them available for a longer duration to prevent
huge crowds of people rushing to get the clearance. Additionally,
many stores are closing during the holidays to prevent huge rushes.
Walmart, after almost four decades, declared in July that it would
close its stores on Thanksgiving Day. Other stores, like Target,
Dick’s Sporting Goods and Best Buy, also presented similar decisions.
Because it’s near impossible to practice social distancing when there are crowds of people gathered at
stores, online shopping has turned into an alternative
source of purchasing goods on sale. Home Depot for
example has sales both online and in-store from November 6th till December 2nd, keeping both options
open and allowing shoppers to decide which is better
over the other. Best Buy went even further and started
advertising on October 29th itself. But for people who
do decide to do the in-store shopping, they might not
expect the usual crowds of people clustered together.
Walmart for instance has issued various safety
measures to be followed on Black Friday such as for
shopping carts to be sanitized for each shopper, social
distancing to be maintained, people to wear their
masks, and to line up in a single-file fashion. So, if you
do decide to do the in-store shopping, we urge you to
follow proper safety precautions. If there is an option
where you could buy something you are looking for
online, it is advisable that you consider Black Friday
this year as another Cyber Monday.
4
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FIRST SEMESTER VIRTUAL LEARNING RECAP

By Saivarshini Rishi
Can you believe that the end of first semester of virtual learning is just around the corner, given the fact that
we don’t have school for 2-3 weeks with Thanksgiving
and Winter break? Our experience has truly been unique.
The arrival of virtual learning came with drastic changes with homework, grading, tests, learning, etc., where
some of these changes were easy to accommodate to
while others were somewhat on the harder side.
The first major difficulty with our current learning
environment is the fact that each class only gets two
hours per week of synchronous learning. This makes a
lot of our education being some form of self-learning.
Although we are provided with a handful of resources
to use, the time spent learning the material ourselves in
addition to the time spent on homework and assignments
is way too much and it is basically somewhere between
5-7 hours, depending on the number of classes one takes.
The difficulty of the class also plays a huge factor into this
as for students in AP classes, it is way more difficult to
learn this material by themselves as it is all college curriculum. I would say that in terms of the grading system,
I feel that tests being worth 70% of the grade is too high
as classes offer fewer tests compared to before the pandemic. Doing poorly on one test can majorly impact your
overall grade and creates additional stress for students.
But despite all of these hardships, I would like to take
a moment here to truly recognize and thank the entire
JMM team for all of their efforts in equivalating this
learning as to how it was before. Although every new
change comes with hardships, it also comes with new experiences and positivities. As opposed to how school was
like back in March, I feel that this atmosphere is more
motivating and a lot more like an actual school setting.
Seeing everyone’s faces on Zoom during the week and
making conversations with people is something that is
definitely cherishable during this time period as our daily
interactions with people has dramatically decreased. One
thing that I really like is how many classes incorporate
group discussions with breakout rooms that help facilitate learning and help you understand the subject more
by talking to your peers. So as virtual learning continues,
our experience with this atmosphere will give insights as
to what we can modify in the future to simulate in-person learning as much as possible.

DRAMA, DEBATE AND
FORENSICS STILL
GOING STRONG

By Eliana Sauer
Although this year is forcing all of our clubs to go
online, Drama, Debate and Forensics (DDAF) is
making the most of it. Our debate season is well underway, and we just hosted our Badgerland Tournament. The debate team has been very successful this
season, and numerous groups have already received
state bids. Memorial also boasts a very successful
forensics team, and preparations for this season
have already begun! Our team has been working
very hard since September to prepare their events
and write their speeches, and it’s all going very well.
Our first tournament isn’t too far off, and the team
is looking very ready. Even drama hasn’t been halted
by the online format, and a student-written serial short film is in the works. Our actors and crew
people have been working tirelessly on this short
film and are hoping to have it ready to share soon, so
be on the lookout! If you would like to get involved
with drama or forensics, it isn’t too late! You can
join our Google Classroom with the code mude5zv
and come to one of our meetings every Tuesday at 4,
we’d love to see you there!

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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CONVERSATIONS IN THE
CLOSET NO. 2

By Elfin Wiriyan
As students attending a public
school, we have quite a progressive,
supportive, and open-minded atmosphere and environment. Our teachers have always advocated for open
and safe spaces, and we even have a
GSA. We also have the good fortune of living in a progressive and
mostly-Democratic city and going to
a non-religious high school. What
about members of the LGBTQ+
community who live in smaller,
more rural communities or attend
private, religious schools? Today, I
sat down with one such individual, who currently attends a private
Catholic school and comes from a
conservative, traditional family.
What should I refer to you as
today, miss?
Astrea, she/her.
Awesome! So, Astrea, a little bird
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told me you’re not the straightest
girl in the world. Can you confirm or deny that?
I can give you the biggest of confirmations, it’s undeniable.
Ooh, spicy… Now, the aforementioned bird is quite the gossip
and has also informed me that
you’re hiding deep in the closet.
Many who are out might think
that it’s silly that you haven’t
yet, but everyone has their reasons. Is it even remotely safe for
you to come out at this point in
your life?
Ohoho, I certainly am very much in
the closet. Coming out at this point
in my life? No, it’s not something
that would work out very well at allif I had a nickel for every time I was
threatened to be disowned by my
parents, I would have two nickels...
Which isn’t a lot, but it’s not the
most encouraging thing considering
it’s happened twice.
And what about your school? I’m
sure that certainly has an impact
on if or when you ever decide to

www.jmmswordandshield.com

come out.
It was easier to be out to classmates
and such back a few years when I
was in public school. But switching
to private school means that you’ve
got to be more secretive, especially
under the dean’s watch. The school
board is well known for gatekeeping
and often doesn’t do anything in
response to complaints, too.
Terrible. Horrible. Absolutely disgusting. But, while we’re
chilling here, in this virtual
closet, let’s have a little more
light-hearted chatting. Who’s
your celebrity crush, at the moment?
Good question! Hmm... unfortunately I don’t follow many celebrities or stars anymore. But, while I’ve
drifted from K-pop, can I just say
that Jeonghan from Seventeen and
Jennie from Blackpink are stunning.
Right you are. Thank you so much
for chattin’ with me in the closet,
please mind your head on the way
out!
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COVID-19 FRIENDLY WAYS TO CELEBRATE
THE HOLIDAYS

By Lavenia Vulpal and Anvika Annyapu
The holidays are a time to celebrate with family and friends. But with COVID cases growing faster than ever, we
have to find ways to celebrate them safely.
Our top priority for the holidays should be making sure we are following the CDC’s guidelines to have a safe
holiday. First, try to limit gatherings to a small number of people. If that doesn’t work, maybe try to meet virtually.
Though it isn’t the same, there are many things you can do virtually. One of these is Pictionary on a website called
skribbl.io, where a person gets a word and the others guess what the drawing is; so, a virtual version of a normal
Pictionary.
Another idea is doing a virtual scavenger hunt. This is where each person/group gets a set of clues and they have
to find the things in their house. If you’re using Zoom you could make breakout rooms and give each group a set
of clues to find normal household items. Some examples of clues include: find your favorite gift, the item you’ve
owned the longest, a holiday item, your winter coat, or write clues to find those items in people’s houses.
You can also do a talent show with your family members. This sounds like an odd idea, but if you all are meeting
virtual, telling each person to prepare an “act” and having judges, scores, or voting could make it into a fun family
competition. These acts could be simple like braiding someone’s hair or complicated like an actual talent show act
might be.
Additionally, you could play a game like Never Have I Ever. Everyone would have 10 fingers up for 10 strikes,
and as each fact that applies to you is said, you put a finger down. The last person to have fingers left would win
and again, you can have a prize.
Finally, you could do an exciting holiday themed escape room. If you google “holiday virtual escape rooms” you
can find plenty of escape rooms to do virtually. Again, if you are using a platform like Zoom, you could put people
in breakout rooms and have groups compete to see who finishes first and have a prize of some sort for whichever group wins. To make your virtual get together more entertaining, you could also dress up in holiday themed
outfits. This could be an ugly sweater contest, dressing up as specific things/people, or just wearing a certain color
theme. Then, you and your family could take a screenshot of the screen as a family picture for the season.
There are still ways to celebrate with family in person. Decorating the house could be a way to get into the holiday spirit. Hanging lights around your patio or balcony can always add a pop to a darkly lit street. Make sure to only
turn them on once it’s dark outside to conserve energy. You can also replace any halloween decorations lingering
with small holiday themed decorations. Making homemade garlands around entryways can also add color before
you enter a room. Even just changing your bed sheets or curtains to a fall or winter color could change up your
room to give off a holiday vibe. The holidays might also be a chance to finally get to that deep house cleaning you
were too lazy to do in the summer. Break could be the time to reset and create a clean environment for you to work
in. This could include things like going through your closet and donating or selling things you don’t want. Going
through everything stuffed under your bed wouldn’t be a
bad idea either. With a clean decorated home, you can
relax with your family.
Another way to enjoy time with your family
is by playing board games. There
are many classics to play such
as monopoly, chess, clue, etc.
Playing board games offer
a break from screens for the
whole family, which is something that most of us probably
need.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHAT TO DO
AFTER YOU’VE
APPLIED TO COLLEGE

By Amina Waheed
So you’ve applied to college, Early Action or Early Decision.
Maybe you applied Regular, and maybe you’re nearly done with
your application. What are the next steps? Keep reading to find
out.
Apply for financial aid. Make filling out the FAFSA a priority
if you haven’t already, as most colleges do have a deadline for
that. Make sure you add the college(s) that you applied to on
your FAFSA. If that’s done, look for scholarships and apply to
them. Deadlines vary from scholarship to scholarship, and so
do the requirements. Look for ones that suit your needs. For
example, you may be looking for ones for students with finanBy Jessica Jiang
cial need or students looking into certain fields. Start with your
On October 28th, the Madison Area Math
counselor for local scholarships, and look at search engines such
League hosted its first event of the year virtu- as Fastweb or Unigo for national scholarships. Remember, you
ally over Zoom. While math meets are usually shouldn’t have to pay to apply for scholarships, so be aware of
hosted at each of the four main MMSD high
scams!
schools, due to COVID-19, the first two math Show colleges you are engaged by keeping up your grades.
meets were made virtual, and the last two
I know senioritis, especially in the age of the coronavirus, is
are likely to be virtual as well. The first math
chronic, but it’s super important that you maintain or better
meet’s formatting was very similar to that of
your grades. In the case that you are waitlisted or deferred, cola normal, in-person meet, with 10 minutes
leges will look at your performance over the semester as a factor
allotted for each individual problem set and
in your admission. Even if you are accepted, colleges can rescind
20 minutes allotted for the group problem set. their offers if your grades drop significantly for no reason other
Groups convened and discussed over breakout than you were lazy. Further, make sure to engage with your
rooms. Usually, the first math meet, hosted
college(s) throughout the semester. Attend virtual webinars or
at La Follette, would include a mental math
panels to show admin that you are still interested.
individual session, but because administering Trust in your college decisions. Experts recommend applya mental math test over Zoom would be prac- ing to 4-8 colleges, but many students apply to even more in
tically difficult, students simply solved three
case they don’t get in. Balance your time by applying to a mix
problem sets of three questions. All answers
of safety and reach schools. Make sure that you are comfortable
were submitted through an online form.
attending every college that you apply to, and have some trust
Some students experienced technical difficul- in yourself and the admissions process. You applied to colties with the form not submitting in time or
lege-that’s a big deal. Relish in your achievement and look to the
not at all, but this issue was resolved through future with a steady mind and heart. You got this. <3
the option for students to send in pictures
of their work if their answers were erased.
Although there were a few stumbles and confusion over technology, the math meet went
smoothly. Students can expect quality and
interaction with teammates as they would for
an in-person meet; I encourage everyone to
attend the next three meets if interested!

MATH MEETS BECOME VIRTUAL
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MAKE YOUR DONATIONS COUNT, MAKE
YOUR DONATIONS FROM YOU

By Caleigh Christy
With the holiday season in full swing, you can expect more and more stores to ask if you’d like to round up to
the nearest dollar and donate to the local children’s hospital or Second Hand Harvest. So you give up an extra 34
cents, and whether you really wanted to say yes or no, you still feel as though you contributed. But here’s the thing:
It’s not really you who’s donating. Yes, it’s money coming out of your pocket or your bank account, but in the end
it’s that company donating the money.
Let’s break it down. The cashier asks if you’d like to donate, and you have the nudging feeling that saying no
makes you a bad person, so you donate - it’s only a couple cents anyway. The store collects all these little donations
to make one large donation. There’s no way to discern who that money all came from in the end, and by donating,
you’re giving money to that company to do whatever they’d like with it. If the majority of customers donate on
average 50 cents, and you have around 200 people shopping there each day (most likely even more than that some
days), that’s 100 dollars per day. 700 dollars a week. All that money adds up in the months that make up the great
donation season to quite the sum. And although it seems that an amount like that wouldn’t matter to a big chain
like Target or Hyvee, it definitely matters to their tax cuts. By donating to a reputable organization, companies get
huge tax cuts off of your dollars. And now the donation is lost from your own tax cuts and given to the huge corporation that doesn’t really need it. Beyond getting tax cuts through these donations, it can work as a PR stunt as well.
By teaming up with a charity organization asking you to “Feed the starving children!”, they know you’ll have
a hard time saying no and want to donate. This gives them the opportunity to use your donation in the overall
scheme of tax cuts and makes them look like a more charitable and community-centered business operation. The
charities these chains team up with and support aren’t by coincidence either; they’re poised perfectly just like the
candy bars and magazines that line the checkout lane. They want to force you to add it to your shopping list for
the day, no matter what you really want to say. Now, this isn’t always the case. It’s hard to keep track of every
single donation, but there are ways around
this tedious process of counting to make a
beneficial difference in their taxes. It’s
much easier and more meaningful
to donate straight to the charity
rather than funneling money
through the business. Each
time you round up to the
nearest dollar or add a
dollar to your purchase
would be better
spent from your
pocket straight to
the charity of your
choice. There’s
nothing wrong
with donating. In
fact, make sure
you support the
charities that truly do need it, but
make sure your donation is truly counting for the right reasons.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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JMM GENDER
EQUITY ASSOCIATION UPDATES

By Maggie Di Sanza & Amira Pierotti
The JMM Gender Equity Association has had an
incredibly active November! We started our transnational feminism unit, discussing topics like female genital
cutting, global feminism, cultural imperialism, religious
associations with feminism, and gender-expansivity in
other cultures. In addition to having some amazingly
thought-provoking discussions, we hosted our second annual fundraiser to encourage educational access
around the world! We have been sponsoring a girl’s
education in Kenya, providing educational resources
so that she can graduate high school and pursue higher education and a career effectively. In November, we
started a GoFundMe page dedicated to fundraising for
Beads for Education, the organization we are sponsoring
her education through. In return to the people who are
donating, we are providing buttons and stickers with different political and feminist designs such as ‘People over
Profit,’ ‘Abortion is Healthcare,’ and pronoun pins! The
fundraiser is still active and will be until Mid-December!
If you are interested in supporting Beads for Education
please consider donating to receive at least one button in
return!
If you are interested in joining the Gender Equity
Association, we will be hosting virtual Zoom meetings
every Tuesday and Thursday at 12:00pm CST! If you
would like to join our weekly meetings or have any questions, please reach out to our Co-Presidents: jmmgenderequity@gmail.com, Maggie Di Sanza (mgdisanza@
madison.k12.wi.us), Melanie Golden (megolden@madison.k12.wi.us), or Amira Pierotti (aspierotti@madison.
k12.wi.us)! Can’t wait to see you there!
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SYS NOVEMBER
RECAP

By Antonio Wu
Our six committees have been busy this month! The
Green Team has been making environmental advocacy infographics, while Community is working
on making COVID care packages. Helping Hands
has started a Glove Drive with Luke House. Spartan
Spirit created a new Instagram (@sys_spartanspirit)
where they will help promote other clubs around the
school and future JMM events and projects. Paws
Fur a Cause is planning a virtual concert fundraiser
that will take place just before winter break. Meanwhile, Youth4Youth is working to create a virtual
book drive with the Madison Reading Project as well
as virtual reading times with local preschools. These
are just a few of the awesome projects Spartan Youth
Service is working on, so if you want to find out
more or even start your own project, come to our
meetings after school on Thursdays at 2:45pm!
In addition to our weekly committee meetings,
SYS had a Halloween party where members played
Among Us, Kahoot and Pictionary. We had over 80
people playing Among Us with fellow club members!
As the holiday season comes up, the club hopes to
host more fun game days like this. As always, these
game days and any of our meetings are open to all
students, even if you’re not a registered club member!
Email us at sysjoi20@gmail.com
Follow us on IG @jmm.sys

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SENIOR
ADVICE
COLUMN!

By Maggie Di Sanza, Jessica Jiang
Should I spend time studying for
finals over winter break?
Winter break should be an opportunity for you to relax, take a break
from working and the stresses of
school, and recharge for finals and
second semester. In short, do not
spend too much time working over
winter break. It can certainly be
tempting to get as much done as you
can during the break, but it is ultimately more important for you to
take time for yourself. This way, you
can finish finals and start the second
semester with energy, enthusiasm,
and genuine interest in your studies
and efforts. Take breaks, and only do
the work that you feel is necessary
to maintain your mental health and
stability.
How can I stay motivated
throughout December, as the
semester comes to an end?
As we near the end of first semester,
it becomes very challenging to maintain a positive attitude and stay motivated. December is one of the most
challenging months of the school
year! But there are ways to make sure
that you can successfully conquer
December and make it to winter
break! For one, make sure that you
are keeping track of your time and
prioritizing your tasks. At the beginning of each week, itemize the
different assignments or tasks you
must complete, and schedule when
you think you are going to complete
them. Secondly, take breaks! In order
to succeed in school and your extracurricular activities, it is vital that
you take time to simply watch Netflix, read, play video games, or sleep.

Try to chunk out at least a few hours
a week that you intentionally allocate as self-care times. Try to keep in
mind that these activities are going to
look different for everyone! Finally,
try to invest your time in activities
that you are interested in! Make sure
that you are spending time playing
the sports that you have fun playing,
reading the books you find fascinating, and investing your time in
clubs that you find community in.
Journaling is also a great way to keep
in touch with yourself and do something that you enjoy. Remember,
journaling comes in many different
forms. Do what makes you happy.
What are some socially-distant
ways to celebrate the holidays
and winter with my friends?
As COVID-19 cases continue to rise
in Dane County, Wisconsin, and the
greater United States, it is incredibly
important to maintain social distancing, continue to wear masks, and
stay home when we can. That being
said, ensuring that we are interacting with friends and family safely is
vital to maintaining a stable mental
health throughout December. Try
hosting virtual calls or watch-parties
with friends and families over Zoom,
Google Meet, or Netflix Party! This
way, you, your friends, and family
can spend time with one another
while prioritizing safety. You can
also try a socially distanced party
outdoors or in someone’s garage. Put
on a winter coat and boots, as well as
your mask if you plan on doing so!
How can I make sure that I am
prepared for the second semester?
First semester has definitely been
unconventional with virtual learning,
and it’s important that you mentally prepare yourself for the next
semester! Check which classes you
are signed up for so you can get your
notebooks and school supplies ready
for them. If you have any schedule
www.jmmswordandshield.com

changes (sometimes students need to
take a class during a different hour
than 1st semester to accommodate all
their classes) then make note of that
so you don’t get confused when 2nd
semester begins. Most importantly,
be prepared for anything that could
happen; we don’t know whether we
will be going to school in person,
using a hybrid model, or doing 100%
virtual learning again.
How much do freshman year
grades matter in the grand
scheme of things?
If you had a particularly rough freshman year or first semester, and you
know you could have done better,
try to figure out what went wrong.
Was there a personal issue at the
time? Were you unmotivated? Were
you disorganized? Don’t beat yourself
up now, but take note of what you
could improve, and write it down
somewhere you’ll remember to look
at it. Your first step is to focus on
what’s next and improve your future
grades.Then, remember that this
early in high school, you can bounce
your GPA back from a rough year.
Also remember that colleges look at
growth more than your actual grades.
As long as you learn from your mistakes and show that you were able
to grow and move on, you’ll be fine
when it comes to applying to college.
As you move through high school
and get better grades in other classes,
you’ll be able to raise your GPA as
well.
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NEWS
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

COVID-19 IN EUROPE
By Noah Hadfield

Covid-19 cases are at an all time high in Wisconsin, and we have all gotten used to the quarantine and online
school. Europe has had little reason to take these same measures we have been taking in the past months. However,
their Covid cases are on the rise again.
During the summer the European Union saw only a few thousand new cases per day but that number jumped
to over 200,000 cases per day in November. Forcing many European countries to establish new guidelines while
trying to avoid complete lockdowns like the ones faced in spring. Most countries mandate masks and gatherings of
more than 10 people as well as limiting hours that businesses can be open or closing certain businesses all together. In order to slow the spread further European countries have established travel restrictions between cities and
countries, and many of Europe’s biggest tourist destinations have been closed. As each country struggles to quell
the spread of Covid new rules are being made to prevent the spread. For example in France where Covid cases
are the highest, 42 million people have mandatory curfews that ban them from leaving their homes from 9pm to
6am; even during the day they are only allowed to travel to specific places like grocery stores, their workplaces and
homes. Similar guidelines are being implemented all over Europe, resulting in some Europeans criticizing the measures and holding protests against the lockdowns. While cases continue to spike all around the world it is important that we all follow the guidelines in place in order to protect our neighbors and our community.
12
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PROTESTS ENSUE
AGAINST SARS
BRUTALITY IN NIGERIA LGBTQ+ LAWMAKERS
By Amina Waheed
Over the past month, a youth-led movement in Ni- BREAK BOUNDARIES

By Amira Pierotti
On November 3, LGBTQIA+ candidates made history. From the first transgender state senator in the U.S.
to the first two Black gay men elected to Congress, these
lawmakers are ensuring all Americans are represented by
their elected officials.
The most LGBTQ+ people have been elected to Congress as well. Here are 17 of these amazing individuals
and the glass ceilings they demolished.
Ritchie Torres (D-NY): First Black LGBTQ+ man elected to Congress
Mondaire Jones (D-NY): First Black LGBTQ+ man
elected to Congress
Sarah McBride (D-DE): First transgender state senator
in U.S.
Taylor Small (D-VT): First transgender state legislator
in Vermont
Mauree Turner (D-OK): First nonbinary state lawmaker in U.S. and first Muslim person in Oklahoma state
house
Shevrin Jones (D-FL): First out LGBTQ+ person elected to Florida state senate
Michele Rayner (D-FL): First Black LGBTQ+ woman
elected to Florida state legislature
Stephanie Byers (D-KS): First trans lawmaker in Kansas
and first Native trans person elected to a state
Ana Irma Rivera Lassén: First openly LGBTQ+ senator
of Puerto Rico
Brittney Barreras (I-NM): First LGBTQ+ person elected to New Mexico state house
Roger Montoya (D-NM): First LGBTQ+ person elected
to New Mexico state house
Christy Holstege: First bisexual mayor in U.S.
Tiara Mack (D-RI): First BIPOC LGBTQ+ person elected to Rhode Island state legislature
David Ortiz (D-CO): First bisexual person elected to
Colorado state legislature
Kim Jackson (D-GA): First openly LGBTQ+ person
elected to Georgia state senate
Adrian Tam (D-HI): Only openly LGBTQ+ person in
Hawaii state legislature
Jabari Brisport (D-NY): First BIPOC LGBTQ+ state
senator in New York
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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geria has been protesting against the country’s police
in response to brutal crackdowns and dim politicians.
SARS, the Special Anti-Robbery Squad, was created
in 1984 to combat rising robberies, kidnappings, and
other crimes. It is now notoriously known throughout the country for its unnecessary and inhumane
torture and killings against civilians, mostly men
between the ages of 18 and 24 from low-income
backgrounds. The Nigerian government, which 6 out
of 10 Nigerians believe cares about ordinary people,
has failed to address the problem despite reports by
Amnesty International and the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace.
The protests began after a video spread online on
October 3rd of an unprovoked killing of a man by
SARS in the town of Ughelli. SARS responded by
claiming the video was edited and by arresting the
person who posted it. Large scale demonstrations
in Lagos, the nation’s largest city, ensued, with the
hashtag #EndSARS spreading internationally. SARS
then cracked down on a peaceful demonstration on
October 20th, with celebrities such as President-Elect
Joe Biden and Beyonce denouncing the brutality. The
protestors are demanding more accountability from
the government, as well as the disbanding of SARS
and thorough police reform.
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NATIONAL NEWS
THE 2020 U.S.
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTION

By Joylyn Gong
On the morning of November
7, 2020, former Vice President Joe
Biden was projected the winner of
the 2020 U.S. Presidential Election,
making Donald Trump a one-term
president. In contrast to Hillary
Clinton’s results in the 2016 U.S.
Presidential Election, Biden flipped
battleground states
Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Arizona, and Georgia blue, winning a
total of 306 electoral college votes
and surpassing the
270 votes required
to win the Oval
Office. President
Trump instead
won 232 electoral
votes and trailed behind Biden by
approximately 6 million popular
votes this time. Biden will be inaugurated as the 46th president of the
United States in January 2021 and
will make history as the oldest U.S.
president to be sworn into office.
His running mate, Kamala Harris,
will become the first woman to serve
as the Vice President of the United States. With the early outcome
of the election and expressed their
condemnation of President Trump’s
attempt to dismantle democracy and
erase the American people’s right
to vote by mail. In addition, when
asked whether or not the president
had received supplemental oxygen,
Dr. Conley did not explicitly give
14

any answer to the question. So a lot
of the information surrounding the
president’s diagnosis and treatment
remained a mystery to the people of
America as a great portion of it was
filled with contradictions and false
information.
Democratic 2020 presidential
candidate Joe Biden urges that President Trump leave the seat vacant to
honor Ginsberg’s wish and wait until
Americans cast their vote in November to decide who will be leading the
nation for the next four years. How-

ever, Trump is already in the process
of directing the Senate to consider
“without delay” and settle on the new
Supreme Court Justice that will fill
in her seat.
On Election Day, prior to the announcement of Biden’s victory, President Trump falsely claimed that he
had already won the election when
election officials of several states
were still in the process of counting
absentee ballots. Most of the absentee ballots came from Democratic
households after growing concern
of the rise of COVID-19 cases and
Trump’s attempt in twisting the
legitimacy of voting by mail to his
supporters. The president attacked
the Democratic party and argued
www.jmmswordandshield.com

that they were unjustifiably undermining his chance for a second term
in office. The President has shown
no signs of accepting the outcome of
the election to concede and has filed
lawsuits against Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Georgia and requested a
recount in Wisconsin after questioning the legality of the election.
Following election officials from
the Savannah-area county testifying that 53 of their absentee ballots
arrived on the day of the election,
Georgia’s state judge immediately
dismissed the lawsuit that was
filed against them. In Michigan, the Trump campaign
is centering their focus on
Detroit and claims have
arisen on multiple occasions
of criminal activity seen
from election officials. The
Trump campaign has been
seeing little to no change
beneficial to them as sufficient evidence has not been
shown on their part.
President Trump and President-elect Biden’s supporters have
vastly different outlooks on American ideologies that will be most
essential to the country.
Within seconds of Biden projecting to win the presidency, millions
of people went out on the streets to
celebrate a country that they hope
will become more united and accepting after their distressed perception
of Trump’s handling of minority
groups and the COVID-19 pandemic
in the last four years. Trump supporters have protested against the
outcome of the election and defend
the President’s frustration and denial
with the loss of a second term.
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HOW DID DIFFERENT
DEMOGRAPHICS VOTE?

By Maggie Di Sanza
On Tuesday, November 3rd, more than 150 million
voters turned out, marking the highest voter turnout in
over a century. After Biden was the declared winner of
the Presidency, many political commentators asked the
question: How did different demographics vote? The
different voting demographics seem to be similar to the
2016 presidential election. Professor of Political Science
at MIT Charles H. Stewart tells The Guardian that “there
were slight changes, but the changes in the electorate, at
least the ones who showed up to vote on election day, are
much less dramatic than we were being led to believe by
the pre-election polls.” According to Stewart, aspects of
identity like race, age, and gender all predicted who one
would vote for in this election, and the disparities were
made all the more apparent in the race between Joe Biden
and Donald Trump.
One of the biggest demographic divides was age. Voters under the age of 30 “became even less enamoured of
President Trump than before” according to Stewart. Other
age groups (30-44, 45-64, and 65 +) were fairly evenly
split between Biden and Trump, but Millennials and Generation Z were overwhelmingly in support of Biden. Another noticeable demographic divide was income. Trump
lost appeal among low-income voters, who were generally
more in support of Biden. That being said, families who
had incomes of over $100,000 a year swayed in favor of
Trump in comparison to the 2016 election. The New York
Times chalks this up to two different police debates: The
first being Trump’s tax plan. Most likely, higher-income
families’ taxes decreased under the Trump Administration. Secondly, the Trump Campaign made a significant
- and provingly effective - effort to portray Biden’s task
plan as harsh to even middle-class incomes, despite the
reality of the tax plan being a raise in federal income taxes
to those who make more than $400,000 a year. In terms of
race, political science professor at the University of California, Irvine, Louis DeSipio reported that Trump was
estimated to have won about 57% of White votes, and that
Black people, Asian Americans, and Latine people voted
strongly in favor of Biden collectively. Religiously, 2016
trends continued, making Christians more likely to be in
favor of Trump.
Overall, the Associated Press declared that the most
likely demographic determinants came down to location
(rural vs. urban), race, and income.

VOTER INTIMIDATION
EMAILS

By Anvika Annyapu
The 2020 election has been a historical election
in many ways and we have a new addition to this
list with voter intimidation emails supposedly from
the Proud Boys. These emails were aimed at Democratic voters in swing states to intimidate them into
voting for Donald Trump, and “at a hastily called
news conference 13 days before the election,” Iran
was accused.
The issue first arose in late October when voters
in Florida and Alaska reported getting threatening
emails from far right group Proud Boys. One example email, from info@officialproudboys.com, subject
line “Vote for Trump or else!” and the message
itself said, “You are currently registered as a Democrat and we know this because we have gained
access into the entire voting infrastructure, [private
information of recipient]. You will vote for Trump
on Election Day or we will come after you. Change
your party affiliation to Republican to let us know
you received our message and will comply. We will
know which candidate you voted for. I would take
this seriously if I were you.” Our nation has dealt
with voter intimidation in many forms but we have
focused on this election more than ever because
of the importance it holds for many. After alleged
Russia interference 2016, we were preparing for
foreign interference and unfortunately, these
emails were blamed on Iran. Iran has not claimed
responsibility for this stating, “Unlike the U.S., Iran
does not interfere in other country’s elections. The
world has been witnessing the U.S. own desperate
public attempts to question the outcome of its own
elections at the highest level.” Though we don’t
know whether Iran actually interfered or not, the
Proud Boys were originally accused.
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MOST NOTABLE EVENTS OF DONALD TRUMP’S
PRESIDENCY

By Maggie Di Sanza
As the Presidency of our 45th President, Donald Trump, comes to an end, it is valuable to reflect on the past four
years under the Trump Administration. From the government shutdown to the pandemic, it has been an eventful
term, and in order to move forward with a Biden presidency, we must learn from the past. Here are the most notable events from Donald Trump’s Presidency:
January 27th, 2017: President Trump signs an executive order that halted immigration from seven mostly-Muslim countries. Popularly known as the Muslim-Ban, chaos ensued at airports where people originating from these
countries thought they were trapped in the Untied States, protests erupted across the nation. Ultimately the ban
was challenged by several courts.
August 15th, 2017: President Trump suggested that both sides are to blame for a neo-Nazi demonstration in Charlottesville, North Carolina, leaving one woman dead. His remarks were criticised across the political divides as he
explained in a press conference that “there were very fine people on both sides.”
January, 2018: The Trump Administration started a long-running tariff war against China by implementing tariffs
on between 30 and 50 percent on solar panels and washing machines. These tariffs are applied to other imports
from China, and to other countries. This tariff war is still continuing today.
June 12th, 2018: President Trump and North Korean dictator Kim Jung Un meet in Singapore for the first time to
discuss denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula. This was the first of many summits to come.
December 22nd, 2018: After Congress refused to completely fund President Trump’s border wall, he started the
longest running government shutdown in history, lasting a total of 35
days. In response, Congress funded a portion of the border wall as a
compromise to end the government shutdown.
December 18th, 2019: In response to accusations of Russian involvement in the 2016 election, the House approves articles of impeachment of the 45th President. The House of Representatives
approved articles of impeachment on the charges of abuse of
power, and obstruction of Congress, making Trump the third
U.S. president to be impeached. The Senate voted to acquit
Trump, allowing him to remain in office.
March 13th, 2020: President Trump declares a national emergency to mitigate the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
This opened funding to $50 billion in emergency funding. In
the coming months, President Trump continued to downplay
the dangers of the novel coronavirus, insisting the disease was
under control.
May 25th, 2020: Upon the murder of George Floyd at the
hands of police, protests across the nation were prompted,
to which President Trump encouraged “law and order.”
September 26th, 2020: President Trump introduces Amy Coney Barrett as his nominee to
replace Ruth Bader Ginsburg on the
Supreme Court. She was later
confirmed and is now the
9th Justice on the
United States
Supreme
Court.
16
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PRESIDENT TRUMP’S “60 LOCAL & STATE
MINUTES” INTERVIEW
ELECTIONS
By Mihika Shivakumar
RECAP
The past month has been a stressful month, with
By Saivarshini Rishi
The show “60 Minutes” has a tradition of interviewing
the president and vice president candidates for the major
parties the year of the election. But this year’s interview
with President Trump was truly out of the ordinary
as opposed to the other interviews and raised various
controversies, with the president leaving the interview
abruptly at the end.
The beginning of the interview itself had a bit of a
rough start, even when it had not gone into the topics of
discussion yet:
Lesley Stahl: Are you ready for some tough questions?
President Donald Trump: You’re gonna be fair.
Lesley Stahl: I’m gonna be fair.
President Donald Trump: Just be fair.
Lesley Stahl: But you’re okay with some tough questions?
President Donald Trump: No, I’m not. I mean-Lesley Stahl: (LAUGH) You’re not okay with tough
questions?
President Donald Trump: I want them to be fair. You- you don’t ask Biden tough questions.
But actually, the answers were way more complicated
than the actual questions. When Stahl asked about the
pandemic, President Trump controversially stated that
the U.S. is doing very well in terms of the number of
COVID cases and that people attending his rallies wear
masks. For example, he stated that the U.S. has “turned
the corner” with COVID cases even though it is actually
quite the opposite in reality. He also briefly mentioned
the Affordable Care Act and wanting it to end as soon as
possible.

one of the most important elections ever to both
America and just the concept of Democracy being
conducted. While the presidential election has been
one of the most discussed topics in the past month,
there were many other significant elections within
our state. Our State Senate was one of the things
on the ballot. Wisconsin’s State Senate is the upper
chamber of our state legislature. With the Wisconsin
State Assembly, it forms the legislative branch of the
Wisconsin state government, where they work with
the governor on budgeting and passing laws within
the state. Republicans have had the majority in our
senate for a while, switching back and forth between
a 19-14 and 18-15 lead for the past few years.
Of the 33 seats, there were 16 up for election in
the state senate. 8 of them, districts 8, 10, 12, 14, 18,
24, 28, and 30 voted Republican, while another 3,
districts 6, 16, and 32 voted Democratic. The candidates in districts 2, 4, 20, 22 and 26 (Memorial’s
district) ran unopposed, resulting in 3 more Democratic candidates from districts 4, 22, and 26, and
Republican candidates in the other 2. As of today, it’s
18-13 with a Republican majority in our state senate,
with two current vacancies. The Wisconsin State Assembly is the lower chamber of our state legislature,
and they work side by side with the government and
the state senate. All 99 seats were up for election
during this past election. Memorial’s election, District 78, had an unopposed democratic candidate.
Currently, there’s a 63-34 Republican majority, with
two vacancies, a majority that has been kept for a
while. Wisconsin has a divided government, as not
one party is in control of the simultaneously holds
the governor’s office and majorities in both state
legislative chambers, and we’ve had one since 2018,
when our governor became democratic. Besides
those two elections, there were two referendums for
the Madison School District. There was a $317 million capital referendum, (more targeted at helping
the aging high schools), and a $33 million operating referendum that would permanently increase
the district’s operating budget. Voters significantly
backed both of them, (the capital referendum a bit
more), both winning with over 50 percentage points.
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AMY CONEY
BARRETT
SWORN INTO
SUPREME
COURT

By Sophia Jiang
Justice Amy Coney Barrett, who
was recently sworn in to the Supreme Court, has filled the vacant
spot left by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. Barrett is the third justice to
be nominated by President Trump,
the others being Brett Kavanaugh,
who faced controversy in 2018, and
Clarence Thomas. After an incredibly close 52-48 senate vote, Barrett
joined the high court and secured a
6-3 conservative majority. Before
becoming a Supreme Court justice,
Barrett worked as a professor of law
at the University of Notre Dame
from 2002-2017, and served as a
judge on the Seventh Circuit Court
of appeals in 2017. She says she will
serve “independently” from political
parties and her own preferences,
stating, “The oath that I have solemnly taken tonight means at its
core that I will do my job without
any fear or favor and that I will do
so independently.” Regarding the
process of confirmation, Senator
Lindsey Graham (R-SC) stated,
“All I can say is I feel we are doing
this constitutionally. Our Democratic friends object to the process,
I respect them all.” Vice-president
elect Kamala Harris (D-CA) tweeted
a very different opinion. Speaker
Nancy Pelosi stated that Barrett
is an illegitimate Supreme Court
justice and criticized the last minute
swearing in that took place only one
week before the election. During the
Senate confirmation hearings, many
left-wing senators raised concerns
18

about Barrett taking religion into
account during rulings. To quote
Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA),
“The dogma lives loudly within
you, and that’s of concern when you
come to big issues that people have
fought for for years in this country.”
When Barrett was asked when it
would be appropriate to put religious beliefs about the law, Barrett
responded with, “Never”. Judge
Barrett’s arrival to the Supreme
Court has supporters of abortion
rights questioning whether she will
overturn the decision of Roe v.
Wade, which made abortion legal
in the United States. In 2006, Barrett signed an anti-abortion advertisement that defended an unborn
child’s right to live. Barrett said her
personal opinions against abortion
will not affect her work as a judge.
The Affordable Care Act, also
known as Obamacare, makes healthcare more accessible to those who
need it. When asked about the ACA,
Barrett responded with, “I am not
hostile to the ACA.” Barrett stated,
“The issue is this doctrine of severability, and that’s not something
that I have ever talked about with
respect to the Affordable Care
Act.” The left wing also showed
concern about judge Barrett’s use
of language regarding marriage
rights to same-sex couples. Barrett used the term “sexual preference”, and Senator Mazie Hirono
(D-HI) responded with, “Not
once but twice you used the term
‘sexual perferences’ to describe
those in the LGBTQ community.
It is an offensive and outdated
term used by anti-LGBTQ activists.” Barrett apologized for
using the term. Democrats also
attacked Barrett for not clearly
stating her opinion on LGBTQ
rights, saying that she refused
www.jmmswordandshield.com

to say her viewpoint on Lawrence
v. Texas (decriminalizing homosexueal intimacy), and also sidestepped questions about preserving
LGBTQ protections. Republicans
defended Barrett as being careful
about controversies.The swearing
in of Amy Coney Barrett provides
controversy and still proves to be
a divided topic. Democrats believe
that it is unfair that a Supreme
Court justice could be sworn in
only a week before the election. To
counter that, Barrett stated, “Federal judges don’t stand for election,
thus they have no basis for claiming
that their preferences reflect those
of the people.” During Barrett’s
swearing-in speech, she said, “This
separation of duty from political
preference is what makes the judiciary distinct among the three
branches of government. A judge
declares independence, not only
from Congress and the President,
but also from the private beliefs
that might otherwise move her.”
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CHECKS, BALANCES, AND THE NEXT TWO YEARS
OF THE U.S.

By Amira Pierotti
With the drawn-out November 3rd election and the upcoming Georgia run-off, the checks-and-balances of the
U.S. are once again under scrutiny. The same is true when Congress and the courts overstep as well. These balances, however, have become politicized. If the Legislative and Executive branches are controlled by two different
political parties, the different branches may block the other’s bills or actions. Let’s do a quick review of how the
Legislative and Executive branches so we can be prepared for the upcoming political field!
How does Congress Keep the President in Check?
The main way Congress checks the President’s power is through impeachment and removal from office. This
act is only in the most extreme circumstances: if the President abuses their power immensely. The U.S. House of
Representatives has the power to bring Articles of Impeachment against the President which are accusations of the
abuses of power. If the House votes to pass the Articles, the President is “impeached” and the charges go to a vote in
the Senate. The Senate votes either to remove the President from office or to allow them to remain in office.
Congress also has the power to review and vote on the members of the President’s cabinet. The President names
who they wish to be in their cabinet in numerous positions like Secretary of State and Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development. These individuals must be confirmed by the Senate to ensure they will be dutiful and qualified
public servants. Once in power, the cabinet officials can be impeached if they overstep.
Finally, Congress has the power to override a veto. Once the Senate and House pass a bill, that piece of legislation goes to the President to be signed into law or vetoed. A veto would stop the bill from becoming a law, a
measure meant to keep Congress from abusing its power. If, however, Congress believes the bill should become a
law, it has the power to nullify the veto. Both the Senate and House must vote to override the veto with at least a
majority vote.
How does the President Keep Congress in Check?
The main way for the President to curtail the powers of Congress is through the veto. If the Senate and House
have passed a bill that, in the President’s opinion, would be a gross overstep or simply have a terrible impact on the
American people, they can veto the bill. Very few Congresses have been able to overturn a veto so this action is
taken quite seriously.

AOC STREAMS AMONG US ON TWITCH

By Antonio Wu and Maggie Di Sanza
On Tuesday, October 20th, Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez joined the live-streaming platform, Twitch,
to play a few rounds of the popular game “Among Us” for an event encouraging young people to get out to the polls
and vote in the November 3rd election. Regular streamers like Hasan Piker, ‘Myth,’ and ‘Corpse,’ as well as fellow
Congresswoman Ilhan Omar joined Ocasio-Cortez on the stream to help “get out the vote.” During the event,
Ocasio-Cortez encouraged viewers to visit IWillVote.com, backed by the Democratic National Committee, to register to vote. She reported during the livestream that “that’s really what
tonight’s all about, and of course we are here to vote blue!” Despite never
playing “Among Us” prior to Tuesday night, Representative Ocasio-Cortez and Omar caught on quickly after being named “imposter” within the
first few games. The congresswoman’s Twitch debut was one of the most
watched events in the platform’s history. In fact, at one point during the
stream, Rep. Ocasio-Cortez garnered over 430,000 people reportedly
watching her play “Among Us.” Even days later, Rep. Ocasio-Cortez’s
stream continued to gain steam. Over 5 million people viewed her debut
video on her Twitch channel, garnering over 600,000 followers on her
official account. She steadily surpassed her colleague Sen. Bernie Sanders’
Twitch account with only around 159,000 followers.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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TRANS DAY OF REMEMBRANCE: DEADLIEST
YEAR ON RECORD

By Amira Pierotti
2020 has been the deadliest year on record for transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people in the
United States. 37 transgender, nonbinary, and gender-nonconforming people have been murdered. This
violence is a pattern, not an anomaly.
Violence against transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive Americans has risen to epidemic levels.
At least 175 transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people have been murdered since 2010 with
a yearly death rate steadily on the rise, according to
data from the HRC, the National Coalition of Anti-Violence Projects, and the Trans Day of Remembrance.
Anti-trans violence disproportionately impacts
trans people who are Black, Indigenous, and People
of Color (BIPOC). 80% of trans people murdered
this year were BIPOC, an increase from 2019. The
HRC calculates that BIPOC trans women comprise,
on average, 80% of all transgender people murdered.
Rates of violence, homelessness, unemployment,
attempted suicide, andpoverty are higher for BIPOC
trans people than their white counterparts, according
to the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey (USTS). Black
trans people have HIV at thirteen times the national average, (USTS). One of the most staggering and
horrific statistics is that the average life expectancy of
Black transgender women is 35-years-old.
Black trans people have the highest murder rates,
comprising 54% of trans murders in the past three
years. Anti-trans oppression disproportionately
impacts Black trans people, especially Black trans
women. Many Black trans-led organizations are
working to uplift Black transgender, nonbinary, and
gender-expansive people.
The COVID-19 pandemic has also disproportionately
impacted the trans community. According to PBS Research and the HRC, 22% of transgender Americans
have no health insurance. That number jumps to 34%
for BIPOC transgender people. The same study found
that 54% of transgender people have had their working hours decreased due to the pandemic, and 19%
have become unemployed. Due to an overall lower
quality of life for transgender Americans and dispro
20

THE CONGRESSIONAL
ELECTION OF 2020

By Anvika Annyapu
The Congressional election, though not as widely
known as the presidential, was still pivotal this season. Like most everything in the 2020 election, the
Congress is a major deciding factor for the fate of our
nation. This year, all 435 seats in the House of Representatives were up for election and 35 seats of the
Senate were up for election.
Though only 423 out of the 435 seats have been
called, the Democrats are currently in the lead (even
before this election, the Democrats were in control).
Eight seats were flipped to the Republican side and the
Democrats are seeing a loss of seven seats. The Democrats are currently holding the House with a slimmer
majority than they did previously. They went from a
232-197 advantage to a pending, 219-204 advantage.
Additionally, 41 out of the 435 seats have been declared as battleground seats because of the margin
of victory for those seats in 2018, the 2016 election
in that district and more. These seats are from multiple states including Arizona, Arkansas, California,
Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
New York, and more. There were a few key races that
people were on the lookout for. First, District 7 in
Minnesota between Michelle Fischbach and Collin
Peterson. Peterson is a majorly conservative Democrat
and with the area growing more Republican, he has
been walking a fine line to fit with everyone’s beliefs.
He lost to Fischbach by over 10% of the vote. Second,
Anthony Brindis vs Claudia Tenney, who he defeated
in 2018 in a New York District that went for Trump by
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portionate rates of COVID deaths for low income
and BIPOC people, the trans community likely faces
higher rates of COVID fatalities. This Trans Day of
Remembrance, keep those who have lost their lives
to COVID-19 in mind.
The total number of transgender people murdered each year is unknown due to myriad factors.
Often, trans people are misgendered by police, media, and even their families. Transgender, nonbinary,
and gender-expansive people may even be buried
under their deadname (the name given to them at
birth that no longer fits them). Police reports will
gender them by their genitalia rather than their lived
experience. We will never know how many lives
transphobia has taken. We will never know all their
names, stories, or personalities.
On Friday, November 20, 2020, we honor the
transgender, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people whose lives were ended too soon. We remember
those who we know and those we will never know.
And we take action to ensure they receive justice
and that epidemic of anti-trans violence will soon
come to an end.

in 2016. Trump’s popularity in the area is said to have
boosted Tenney who won by 9%. Finally, Lucy McBath
vs Karen Handel in Georgia District 6 was a race to
watch with McBath as a freshman Democrat trying to
hold her seat and she won with a 9% majority.
For the Senate elections, only 35 seats were up for
election. The Republican party are maintaining their
majority in the Senate with a 50-46 majority but with
2 more seats left to be called, there is a possibility that
the Democrats could get a higher number of seats and
with the Vice President vote as a tiebreaker for a Senate
50-50 split, Democrats could gain a major advantage in
the legislative branch of government. Some important
races were Joni Ernst & Theresa Greenfield in Iowa,
Lindsey Graham & Jaime Harrison in South Carolina,
and Susan Collins & Sara Gideon in Maine. In the first
race, Incumbent Senator Ernst won, the second race,
Incumbent Senator Graham won, and finally, Incumbent Susan Collins won in Maine.
These elections are very important because these
seats decide the laws till the next election. Even if the
President wants to pass a law about something, the
House would have to introduce the bill, have it pass
with a majority vote of 218, send it to the Senate where
the bill would have to pass with a majority vote of 51
and finally to the president where they would sign
or veto it. If the legislative branch didn’t support the
President’s beliefs, the bills the President would want
may not pass and thus, the President may not be able to
make progress.
Though this election was a struggle, there were some
important historic moments especially in Congress.
The first Black woman from Missouri was elected to
Congress, the two first openly gay Black men were
elected to Congress, Michelle Steel is the first Korean
American woman in Congress, the first openly transgender state senator in Senate, Sarah McBride, and at
least 141 women will serve in Congress next year.
Progress like this makes you hopeful that even
though our country has been through a lot, it can
change. If we keep making strides to a better future like
that, we can achieve amazing things.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
‘TOTALLY UNDER CONTROL’
MOVIE REVIEW

By Maggie Di Sanza
On October 2nd, 2020, just after President Donald Trump
tweeted that he and First Lady Melanie Trump tested positive for
COVID-19, the trailer for the new documentary Totally Under
Control, dropped on the streaming platform Neon. The film was
filmed in secrecy about the Trump administration’s failure to properly and effectively handle the COVID-19 pandemic over the past
five months. Released on Hulu on October 20th, 2020, the documentary prompted a great deal of controversy and opinions from
critics and typical viewers alike, calling for the defense or critique of
the Trump Administration.
Director Alex Gibney hurriedly put together Totally Under
Control in unusual circumstances. The documentary consists of a
series of anonymous interviews with medical professionals, advisors
to the President himself, at-risk folks in the United States, among
others. Working alongside Co-Directors Ophelia Harutyunyan and
Suzanne Hillinger, Gibney used the interview footage to explore the
current COVID-19 pandemic, how it unfolded, and what the Trump
Administration has actually been doing for the past ten months.
Displayed as an investigative documentary, the thesis explained that
the Trump Administration knew of the dangers of the novel coronavirus, yet ignored the obvious symptoms. One of the non-anonymous interviews in the film included former BARDA director, Rick
Bright, and former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden. The general
perspectives of these two directors and other medical professionals
led the viewer to believe that the Trump Administration knew very
well how dangerous and deadly COVID-19 would become, and yet,
did not effectively prepare the nation for the pandemic prior to it
reaching our shores. The film also touches on how the N95 mask
shortage occurred, price gouging from major companies, and the
help of the Trump Administration in creating such a crisis.
While satisfying and galvanizing, the documentary insights a
sense of rage and complete despair in it’s viewers, opening our eyes
to the true evils of the Trump Administration. Currently, we can’t
go to school, attend funerals, see family and friends, and many more
restrictions. This was avoidable, and Totally Under Control perfectly encapsulated the anger that Americans should be feeling right
now.
22
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GREENLAND
MOVIE PREVIEW

By Emmie Digon
On December 18, Greenland will be
available to watch on HBO Max. This is
an action and disaster film as a dangerous and life threatening comet makes
its way to the Earth. Josh Garrity, who
is played by Gerald Butler and his wife,
Allison Garrity, who is played by Morena Baccarin are searching for safety with
their son Nathon, who is played by Roger
Dale Floyd. The only thing is, everyone
is trying to look for a safe sanctuary to
protect them from the destruction, but
there isn’t enough room for everyone. It
is every man and family for themselves.
In the midst of this apocalyptic chaos,
the Garrity family is separated from each
other and time is running out. Will the
Garrity family survive this or will the
comet destroy Earth and everyone in it?
The trailer of this action film has grabbed
the attention of many viewers because of
the possibility that it could become our
reality in any moment. If you are one of
those people, or enjoy action and disaster
films, grab some popcorn and watch this
on December 18 on HBO Max.
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AMONG US
REVIEW

By Antonio Wu
Among Us was originally released
on June 15, 2018 by InnerSloth,
the same developers that created
the popular Henry Stickmin series. Though the game had already
achieved some success with over 1
million downloads by August 2019,
Among Us exploded in popularity
over the summer in 2020, and it now
has over 217 million downloads,
with 60 million players daily. So what
is behind the game’s sudden rise in
popularity?
To begin with, the concept of
Among Us is unique. Gameplay
takes place in one of three maps-The Skeld, Mira HQ, and Polus with
6-10 players per lobby. Most of the
players are Crewmates of a spaceship,
but 1-3 are alien Impostors. Aside
from the Impostors themselves, no
one knows who they are. During the
game, Crewmates complete various
tasks (like ‘divert power to lower
engine”) while Impostors try to kill
the Crewmates. Crewmates win the
game if they either complete all their
tasks or identify the Impostors; Impostors win if they kill enough Crewmates so that there is an equal number of
Impostors
and

Crewmates left on the ship (presumably, if there are two Impostors and
two Crewmates, the Impostor will
overpower the Crewmates. Sad.)
Impostors have a particularly
stressful job. Firstly, kills must be
carefully timed and chosen to avoid
being seen by another Crewmate.
Impostors have a kill cooldown time,
which means they cannot just immediately kill an innocent observer
that walks into the scene. In between
kills, Impostors have to pretend to
be completing the tasks along with
the Crewmates, but any number of
slip-ups can easily give their identity away to particularly observant
players. For example, if someone is
emptying the garbage on the Skeld,
other players can see the garbage
getting ejected out of the spaceship
(most tasks don’t have this visual
evidence). If a player takes too long
or too short of a time to complete the
task, other players may be suspicious.
Impostors also have exclusive access
to “vents”, which are holes located in
different areas of each map that allow
an Impostor to jump from room
to room quickly. Impostors will be
easily identified if they are seen by
Crewmates while using the vents.
Impostors can wreak further havoc
by conducting “sabotages”. For each
map, there are a certain number of
sabotages an Impostor can execute
The discussion times are probably
the most entertaining component of
the game. When a body is reported
or a player uses one of their limited emergency meetings, all of the
players have a chance to get together
to discuss who the Impostors are.
Crewmates will report suspicious
activity, while Impostors will try to
confuse the other players or even
frame other Crewmates. At the end
of the discussion, everyone will vote
for who they think the Impostor is. If
a majority of votes goes to a particuwww.jmmswordandshield.com

lar person, that player will be “ejected”. Once ejected, players can no
longer communicate with the players
who are still alive, but Crewmates
can continue to do tasks and Impostors can still sabotage.
The app’s popularity makes it
possible to quickly join a public lobby
and start playing a game in seconds
with random strangers. Friends can
also play together in a private lobby,
which can make for more engaging
games. Rather than using the chat
function, friends can communicate
verbally using gaming apps such as
Discord. Indeed, part of the game’s
unique appeal is the interesting
communication that occurs. With
‘randoms’, players are much quicker
to suspect someone for acting oddly,
even if their actions don’t necessarily
indicate any wrongdoing. Among Us
has benefited professional live video
gamers (known as streamers) such as
Disguised Toast, Corpse Husband,
xQc, Pokimane, Jacksepticye, Sykkuno, and Valkyrae. Having spent
dozens or hundreds of hours playing
these games with fellow streamers,
these gamers have perfected the art
of Among Us, providing much-needed quarantine entertainment for the
masses. Likewise, these streamers
have benefited Among Us itself by
introducing viewers to the game and
playing techniques. Among Us shows
no signs of losing popularity--especially as the pandemic endures and
the holiday season approaches. By
providing an outlet for our pandemic-induced social deprivation, this
game is one of the most deserving
recent cultural phenomena. If you
haven’t already been pulled into the
Among Us world, it’s easy to pick
up the game in just a few rounds.
You’ll be an expert in no time! You
can download the game for free on
iOS and Android or for $4.99 on PC
through Steam.
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HOW THE ARTS HAVE
BEEN IMPACTED BY THE
PANDEMIC

By Ava Kenney
In the midst of global lockdowns due to the Covid-19
pandemic, the arts have been strongly affected. Artists
have had to accommodate an abundance of canceled
performances, business closings, and safety precautions
in hopes to keep their careers and artistry alive. Unfortunately, the arts have been financially impacted, leaving
many at high financial risk. According to WPR, about
33.9% of artists in Wisconsin have been unemployed
between March 15 and July 5. To put this in perspective,
that percentage is just shy of the highest Wisconsin unemployment, 39.1%, in food services. While these strugBy Sophia Jiang
It is without a doubt that Covid-19 and quarantine gles are still present, artists have found creative ways to
cope with the situation.
has disheartened many. However, The Black Pack, a
Performing artists, such as musicians or dancers, have
rising band guided by lead singer and pianist Sunny
experienced
a major change to how their art is expressed.
Promyotin, brings the spirit of music alive amidst
these difficult times. The band strives to give support Safety measures including social distancing and face coverings have made it nearly impossible to hold concerts
to musicians who can’t make enough money during
with the same quality as before the pandemic. For exthe lockdown, and spreads love with their electrifying music. Instead of becoming angry, Sunny handles ample, having full orchestras on stage poses risks. When
leading many ensembles, the number of players must be
the situation with sympathy and confidence. When
reduced and mask requirements need to be implanted.
people proceeded to counterattack the reddit user,
This has been very challenging for woodwind and brass
Sunny said, “Let him be. Let him say what he needs
players, who play their instrument using their mouth,
to say. He wants to help me get thinner. He may be
leading to the solution of using different forms of face
saying it rough, but he wants good for me, he actucoverings like bags or bell covers. Interaction between
ally wants me to be healthy. Don’t hate him. Don’t
hurt him. He’s not hurting me. It’s all good, you guys. actors or dancers can become unsafe, so choreography of
Don’t hate the hater. Love the hater. That’s how you performances is changed according to social distancing
solve the problem.” Immediately after Sunny’s words, requirements. Another issue has been safely reaching
audiences. This has been solved by socially distancing an
the reddit user apologized for his behavior, shockaudience, but that may not be practical for those at high
ing many viewers. Sunny then said, “When you said
what you said, I knew you weren’t trying to hurt me. risk.
For visual artists, the main changes have been related
And that’s true. Some people say it differently from
to how their art is presented. Since art museums have
others. Don’t apologize. You don’t have to. People
closed, both the museums and the artists have struggled
like you move me. It makes me better. It makes me
financially. Estimates from the American Alliance of
stronger. Ultimately, only I can hurt myself. NoMuseums show that museums in the U.S. are losing $33
body’s words can hurt me. It’s up to me. So guys,
million per day due to Covid-19 closures. Many people
don’t give the hater hate. We have so much of that
already, so there’s no reason. Keep that positivity go- have resorted to virtual tours of art galleries or museums
ing guys, don’t let it die.” Sunny’s words moved many as a safe way to experience visual art.
Even through these difficult times, we are lucky to be
of the viewers, and it only got better from there on
surrounded by incredible artists with immense creativity
out. For more information: https://www.blackmethat have used art to, as a universal language, bring comdiapresents.com/, Youtube: BlackMediaPresents,
munities together into a world of peace and hope.
Reddit: u/BlackMediaPresents.

NEW BAND RAISES
SPIRITS WITH MUSIC
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THE GOOD PLACE FINALE REVIEW

By Emily Cai
The Good Place—starring Kristin Bell, Ted Danson, and Jameela Jamil—has garnered a 4.9 audience rating and
a Peabody award in 2018. Some standout features of this show include diverse casting, dynamic character development, and a meaningful narrative. As the characters grow throughout the show, they learn the importance of
self-improvement without guilt, the complexity of being “good”, and radical acceptance. After her death, Eleanor
Shellstrop found herself in The Good Place—except she thinks it was all a mistake. However, she realizes this isn’t
the real “Good Place” when she meets a Floridian amateur DJ, an indecisive ethics professor, and validation-seeking richling, all placed in an experiment of the Bad Place. Season four begins with Eleanor, Michael, and the three
others—Chidi, Tahani, and Jason—testing out their newfound system in hopes of success. By bringing in 3 new
“bad” people, to the Good Place, the group hopes to show that people can improve. This experiment allows the
overruling Judge of the Good Place and Bad Place to adjust the flawed system. The final episode of season four,
“Whenever You’re Ready,” is an hour-long special in which we see our protagonists come to the end of their stories in the afterlife. When they finally reach the real Good Place, Michael is put in charge of the place and creates a
doorway for everyone in the realm to walk through when their time is done. As each of the members of the original group come to a place of eternal peace and fulfillment, they walk through the doorway to the end of their existence. As sad as it was to
see our beloved characters reach their end, the finale felt so planned and there
were no loose ends so
it
made us feel satisfied and content. In the end,
he was able to continuously express his belief that a person can always improve themselves
no matter their circumstances. Eleanor displayed the many sides of
being human with her diverse expressions
and range of emotions. Chidi showed it’s okay to accept and show
your weaknesses as it’s part of
truly being yourself, while Tahani exhibited how the only
person you need to live for
is yourself because working
just to please others won’t
bring you happiness. Jason
reminds us that there’s
other ways to be a successful person than textbook
smarts. If you’re looking
for a witty, purposeful
show with a welcomingly
diverse cast, filled with
memorable life lessons
and plot twists!

MADISON THEATER CANCELLATIONS BRING NEW
EXPERIENCES
By Eliana Sauer
There is no industry that has been impacted more by COVID than the arts, and we can see this not only
internationally, but even here in town. Although Asian touring shows are heading back on the road, we are far
from that happening here. Looking at the Overture Center for the Arts upcoming events instead of seeing a sea
of options to purchase tickets, there is a sea of gray boxes that read “Cancelled” in all capital letters. Among those
recent cancellations are both the Madison Symphony Orchestra and Chamber Orchestra fall performances, all of
the touring performances of “Chicago the Musical” and many of the special Christmas performances. Although
all of the in-person events have been cancelled, Overture hasn’t given up with providing Madison with quality arts experiences. So far, they have held two virtual concerts by Chris Jackson and Patti LuPone respectively.
These shows were broadcast live in real time from the West Side of New York in an empty theater with just one
piano player and featured singing and the answering of previously sent in questions from fans. These performances were a huge success, and you can now buy tickets for two more of these concerts. Vanessa Williams and
Laura Benanti will both be having their own Live From the West Side performances with a nightcap afterwards
by Overture’s very own Tim Sauers and Karra Beach. You can go to overture.org/events to buy tickets for these
shows now, and any other virtual performances like this as they become available.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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DECEMBER PLAYLIST

By Emmie Digon
It’s December, which means two things. One, be
prepared for a lot of snow and two, get ready for the
holidays! Here are some songs to listen to during this
special season. Merry Christmas, Joyous Kwanzaa,
Feliz Navidad, and Happy Holidays!
- All I Want for Christmas is You by Mariah Carey
- Santa Tell Me by Ariana Grande
- It’s Beginning to Look a lot Like Christmas by Michael
Buble
- I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Michael Buble
- White Christmas by Michael Buble
- Christmas Without You by Ava Max
- Winter Wonderland by Dean Martin
- Jingle Bell Rock by Bobby Helms
- Feliz Navidad by Jose Feliciano
- Back to December by Taylor Swift
- Baby it’s Cold Outside by Homer and Jethro
- Hallelujah by Jeff Buckley
- Last Christmas by Wham!
- Silent Night by Celtic Woman
- Deck the Halls by Thomas Oliphant
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AMONG US PROGRAMMERS TRY TO SOLVE
TECHNOLOGY ISSUES

By Sophia Jiang
Inner Sloth's Among Us has caught the attention of
people all around the world. The rules of the game are
simple; crewmates run around trying to complete simple
tasks while 1-3 imposters sabotage and kill crewmates.
Crewmates have to complete their tasks and figure out
who the imposter(s) is/are before it’s too late. Crewmates
win when all tasks are complete or when they vote the
imposter(s) out. It is without a doubt that Among Us has
many positive features. The game design, strategies, and
growing community of Among Us have become a sensational hit.
However, with its increasing popularity, problems are
starting to pop up. For example, cheating is extremely
common due to straightforward, easy hacking that causes
the game to immediately end in the hacker’s favor. One
particular hacker who goes by the name of Eris Loris has
caused a great deal of chaos within the Among Us Community. When hacked by Eris Loris, the chat is spammed
with pro Trump messages and threats to damage your
phone. Hacking has become widespread, and it is estimated that hacks have already damaged thousands of matches
already. Inner Sloth responded to the hacking problem on
Twitter, stating that they were “super duper aware” of the
hacking issue, and recommended that people play private
matches with people they know and trust. Innersloth is
currently working incredibly hard to make changes and
is coming up with a way to make game accounts in order
to make players safe. Along with the hacking issue, server
issues also run rampant. Many times, players are disconnected from their game and have trouble with joining
public matches. Despite these issues, Innersloth has added
multiple updates that have a positive impact on game play.
For example, colorblind support is being taken into consideration. On one of the color-connected tasks, players
can now see symbols, which allows color blind players to
complete the task with ease. Innersloth has also added a
new “anonymous voting” game option that makes Among
us even more captivating than it was before. Contrary
to the original game rules where players could see who
voted for who and could therefore strategically determine
imposters based on voting results, the new add-on permits
players to vote anonymously. Among Us also has additional bug fixes that will prevent certain technology issues.
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TOP 5 TIK TOK TRENDS OF FALL 2020

By Maggie Di Sanza
In order to cope with increasing COVID-19 cases in our area, the stress of the 2020
general election, and school. In case you missed some of the most influential trends on
TikTok in the fall of 2020, here are the top five TikTok trends of the past few
months.
It’s the ______ for me.
In an attempt to adapt to a different “roasting challenge,” thousands of
TikTok users started to jokingly criticize their friends and family members by expressing “it’s the _____ for me” inserting a personal dig in the
blank space. My personal favorites include “it’s the imposter syndrome for
me” or “it’s the introversion for me.”
We’re Tired of Seeing your iOS 14 Lockscreen!
After the iOS 14 update on Apple products came out, TikTok users spammed
the platform with screen recordings of their personally designed homescreens.
Themes ranging from Harry Potter to the 2020 election dominated the TikTok ‘For You Page’ for days after the
new update, filled with people showing off their new widgets and calendars. In response, thousands of creators
made roasting videos calling out people who were seriously sharing their homescreens, calling for an end to their
silly videos. I personally found a lot of inspiration on TikTok when creating my own iOS 14 lockscreen! Check
them out if you’re looking for different themes for your homescreen!
Zoom Zoom Zoom
As nearly the entire planet embarks upon schooling in the world of COVID-19, TikTok creators have used the
video conferencing platform, Zoom, to their advantage, poking fun at breakout rooms, teachers during virtual
school, and how many students don’t seem to be paying full attention to their virtual classrooms. Users will mimic their own breakout rooms, acting as different students that seem to be universal personalities. Knowing that I
am not alone in my Zoom school experiences is incredibly refreshing, not to mention hilarious.
Election Tok
As the 2020 presidential election geared up, TikTok users felt no shame in expressing their comments and concerns on the platform. Trump supporters and Biden supporters alike worked to convince their TikTok peers
of whom to vote for, and why to do so. Even after Biden was declared the 46th President of the United States,
TikTok users made sure to either express their sorrows or glories about the election.
Gordon Ramsay’s Critiques
Last but certainly not least, the most common type of video on my For You Page are Gordon Ramsay’s critiques
of TikTok chefs making their own food. The infamously harsh chef Ramsay took to TikTok to roast others’ recipes and foods with absolutely no remorse. While it may cost a few up and coming chefs a few tears, it is providing
a great deal of entertainment for the rest of the platform.

NIALL HORAN ADAPTS WITH NEW CHARITY
COVID FRIENDLY PERFORMANCE

By Eliana Sauer
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought a lot of industries to a grinding halt and as we all know, the impact has
been felt everywhere. Irish musician Niall Horan was one of the many performers set to embark on a world tour
in 2020, which was cancelled before it could even begin. Horan’s sophomore album “Heartbreak Weather” debuted on March 13, 2020 and was instantly number one on both the UK and Ireland charts while simultaneously
premiering at number four on the US Billboard 200. Since quarantine began, Niall has also featured on “Moral of
the Story” by Ashe and together they have garnered over 45 million streams and counting on Spotify alone.
On October 13, Niall announced via his social media that he would be putting on a livestream ticketed show
at the Royal Albert Hall in London on November 7 to benefit We Need Crew. The show would be a fully staged,
tour caliber performance of the songs that fans never got to hear performed live. Although the venue was empwww.jmmswordandshield.com
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ty on the night of November 7 besides Niall and his crew, 125,000 tickets were sold to viewers in 151 different
countries worldwide. Besides being a commercial success, the show was also a performance triumph. Niall performed a little over an hour of music from both his first album “Flicker” and the aforementioned “Heartbreak
Weather” with a special surprise guest Ashe joining him to perform their joint hit. The show was an overall
success, with Niall’s beautiful voice hitting every note and stellar lighting to accompany the whole performance.
In addition to singing throughout the show, Niall also played three separate guitars, one adorned with a We Need
Crew strap. The highlights of the night were the rock-infused performance of “Small Talk,” the powerful, emotional ballad “Put a Little Love on Me,” and the concluding song “Flicker” while the crew cleaned up everything in
view and left just Niall with his guitar in the center of the stage.
The show was not just a cash-grab move for Horan as all of the proceeds were donated to We Need Crew.
This is an organization that is dedicated to helping touring crew workers all across the UK who have lost their
jobs and their livelihoods during these past 8 months. Niall has done countless media appearances speaking on behalf of We Need Crew and emphasizing how not only have these professionals lost their jobs and their industry,
but they are often not eligible for government-sponsored relief programs due to the nature of their employment.
Niall has said that he has been touring the world for 10 years and these crew members are like his family. For
that reason, he strongly believes that they are in need of help and he wants to do all he can and encourages other
artists to do the same.

DECEMBER POETRY COLUMN

By Julianna Baldo and Emmie Digon
Special Spirit
A month later and now it is December.
This is the time of many celebrations and I’m sure you remember.
A new month also means a new season, which means Winter is
here.
Snow falls and the holidays are on their way, bringing much joy and
cheer.
The stress and excitement of buying gifts for loved ones is inevitable,
But the happiness it brings to others is unforgettable.
Whether it’s lighting candles, baking cookies, or singing christmas
carols,
Express your holiday spirit and surround yourself with the people
you care about.
The holidays are most special when spent with the right people
without a doubt.
Discovery
I’ve been staying in.
Isolation isn’t easy, but over wifi waves and cellular service
I’ve stayed connected and happy
And even found new ways to expand outside
While staying isolated
That’s all good,
But the most important thing I’ve had time to find
Is actually someone.
It’s me
And she’s pretty cool.
28
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DECORATIONS FOR WINTER AND THE HOLIDAYS

By Jessica Jiang
It’s December, Spartans! With the coming of December is
the coming of winter, and what better way to warm up the
house than with some decorations? Here are some ideas for
ways you can spice up your home this holiday season!
Light the candles! There’s nothing better than your favorite scent wafting throughout the house. From pine needles to
cinnamon, there are so many holiday scents to choose from!
But don’t limit yourself to just holiday scents - if there’s another
scent you love, go for it!
Buy a poinsettia plant! Poinsettias are a great way to brighten up your living room with its red leaves. Simply keep them
somewhere humid and bright and give it plenty of water (make
sure the water can drain out so the plant doesn’t sit and rot in
it, however!), and if you want to keep them blooming after the
holidays, keep them until spring when they will thrive again!
Hang up family photos! A great way to redecorate your
walls is to hang up pictures of the family. Not only does it give
dynamic to your home, but it embodies the very spirit of the
holidays - spending time with loved ones!
String fairy lights around the house! Fairy lights are a
beautiful way to add some sparkle to your house, especially at
night. With all sorts of colors to choose from, you’ll be able to
find a color that suits your house and your tastes. String lights
on the exterior of your house to share in the holiday spirit with
the neighborhood, as well as the interior of your home for your
own enjoyment!
Place some cute figurines on the furniture! Nothing beats
having a few cute holiday figurines, such as snowmen or pine
trees, serve as decorative pieces for your tables and counters.
Find a few you love - maybe you’ll end up keeping them on
your desk for the rest of the year!
Hang up a wreath. Wreaths are a beautiful decoration for
your front door, or really anywhere you choose! You can buy a
fake wreath to make it last, or you can buy a real wreath to get
that natural pine smell to freshen up for the holidays!
Cut some homemade snowflakes! We all know how to cut
out paper snowflakes from elementary school: fold a circle of
paper as many times as you would like, and then snip some
shapes out of it, to reveal a beautiful snowflake pattern once
you unfold! Put some up around your home for the wintry feel!
Get some glass decorations! Glass, with its transparent sheen,
creates timeless pieces that resemble ice in a winter wonderland. From vases, to hanging pieces, to figurines, there are a variety of glass decorations you can use to spruce up your home!

OREOS & CANDY
CANE CHOCOLATE
BARK

By Grace LeCaire
This is a recipe that I found a couple years
back in a Taste of Home magazine and have
loved ever since! This will be my third year
making this recipe, and I suggest you and your
families try it out for yourselves!
Ingredients:
2 pkg. (10 oz. each) dark chocolate chips
10 chocolate mint creme Oreo cookies, broken
into small pieces
¾ cup white baking chips
¼ tsp. peppermint extract
2 candy canes, crushed
Instructions:
- Line parchment paper along a 15x10-inch
rimmed baking pan.
- In the top of a metal bowl over hot water,
or a double boiler, melt the dark chocolate
chips, stirring them until smooth. Remove the
chocolate from heat and stir in cookie pieces.
Once the cookies are mixed in with the melted
chocolate, spread the mixture in the pan (see
first instruction).
- Microwave the white baking chips on high
until melted, stirring every 30 seconds. Once
the white chocolate is melted, stir in the peppermint extract. Drizzle the white chocolate
over the dark chocolate, and then sprinkle the
crushed candy canes as garnish.
- Let the chocolate cool before putting it in the
freezer for around an hour, or until it is set.
- Break the bark into small pieces, using your
hands is easiest, and store in an airtight container. To prevent the chocolate from melting,
keep the container in the freezer when not
enjoying the bark.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SUSTAINABLE
SHOPPING FOR
THE HOLIDAYS!

By Amy Yao & Lavenia Paul
It is holiday season, which means
that we will be shopping for our
friends and family, or just ourselves
with such good holiday sales! Either
way, each year tons of people buy
into consumerism, feeling a constant need for more and more items,
many of which they don’t use. It’s
important to make a conscious
effort to ask if you truly need an
item, or if you’re buying something
because you would be saving money. As our air is filled with toxic and
the world’s resources die out, it is
more important than ever to make
sustainable choices if you can! What
you spend your money on is your
way of expressing and supporting
what you think is right. With that
being said, if you do choose to shop,
here are some ways so you can be
more sustainable while doing so!
Fashion is a leading cause of
child labor as well as global emis-
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sions. Thrift shopping, specifically
clothing, has recently become very
popular as thrift stores often have
too many clothes that are eventually thrown in landfills. Some local
thrift stores are Agrace Thrift Store,
Humane Society, Plato’s Closet, and
St. Vincent De Paul Store. If you
prefer online shopping, ThredUp,
Depop, and Asos Marketplace may
be the way to go. There are also
many small businesses on social
media sites that sell clothes through
bidding, often with the words closet
or thrift in them! These options also
save plenty of money either way.
Lush Cosmetics in Hilldale sells
all vegetarian, cruelty free bathroom
products ranging from hair care to
body care. David’s toothpaste and
Hello are also eco-friendly. There
are several brands that support
swaps from one-use products. An
app called Think Dirty Shop Clean
checks if a product uses health, natural ingredients as well.
Made Trade and EarthHero have
a beautiful range from apparel to
common household items. Eartheasy helps with composting, garden-
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ing, camping, and much more. Package Free Shop is a shop intended to
help a transition to a zero waste lifestyle. Eco Roots and Life Without
Plastic offers alternatives to one-use
plastics. There are many stores that
make products using eco-friendly
methods and ingredients, but there
are also stores dedicated to making sustainable products. It is also
essential to support small business
owners who are struggling especially during the pandemic.
Another sustainable store is Reformation. Many of their clothing is
made from renewable wood materialso that have properties similar
to cotton. They also reduce packaging waste as well by using 100%
compostable bags. Reformation also
manufactures their products closer
to where it’s sold which reduces the
overall carbon footprint. Overall,
Reformation is on the expensive
side but if you were to invest your
money into it, you would be assured
that it would last long and that it is
healthier for the environment.
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DATE-SWIRL COOKIES TO CLASSIC CHRISTMAS
WARM YOUR SOUL THIS
MOVIES
By Emmie Digon
WINTER
It’s that time of the year again. The holiday
By Amina Waheed
I make these cookies every winter even though I don’t
celebrate a winter holiday, but they would make a perfect
Hanukkah or Christmas treat. They’re not super sugary and
appease everyone in the family; even the adults that claim
to be prediabetic or that have chocolate-triggered migraines
(eye roll).
Ingredients:
1 cup washed, pitted, and chopped dates
½ cup water
½ cup sugar (can be raw sugar if you prefer)
½ cup chopped nuts (almonds and walnuts work best)
1 tsp lemon juice
½ cup (1 stick) butter, softened
½ cup packed brown sugar
½ cup white or raw sugar
1 large egg
½ tsp lemon extract (optional)
2 cups all-purpose flour
½ tsp salt
½ tsp baking soda
Directions:
- Make the filling: Add all filling ingredients into a saucepan and cook over medium/low heat until the mixture is
stiff. This will take 7-10 minutes. Once done, set aside to
cool.
- Make the dough: Cream butter and sugar with a mixer
in a large bowl. Add the egg and beat until well combined.
Beat in the extract if using.
- In a separate bowl, combine all dry ingredients. Gradually
add dry ingredients to the creamed mixture and mix until
just combined.
- Form the dough into a rectangle and wrap in plastic wrap.
Chill for 20-30.
- On a lightly floured surface, roll out the dough. Spread the
filling evenly, and sprinkle ¼ cup of brown sugar and 2 tsp
of cinnamon over the filling. Roll into a log starting with
the long end. Then, wrap it in plastic wrap and let it chill
for 1-2 hours, or overnight.
- When ready to bake, preheat the oven to 375 degrees F.
- Slice into ¼ inch slices and place 1 inch apart on parchment paper lined baking sheets. Bake for 8-10 minutes on
a middle rack until golden brown. Cool slightly on a wire
rack; serve warm. Enjoy!

season is here and that means decorating your
house, drinking hot chocolate, and watching movies
with your friends and family. Here are three classic
Christmas movies to watch during the holidays.
Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas
(2000)
There is always that one person that doesn’t like
Christmas and drowns in sorrow as everyone else
is spreading cheer and joy because of the holidays.
This movie is a live action version of a children’s
story written by Theodor Geisel, which everyone
knows as Dr. Seuss. If you didn’t know or need a
little reminder, this movie is about how the Grinch
resents Christmas and decides to steal everyone’s
presents. In the process, he starts to obtain the
Christmas spirit.
Home Alone (1990)
Kevin McCallister, who is played by Macaulay
Culkin, is an 8-year old that happens to be a troublemaker with poor behavior. When he upsets his
parents, he is forced to sleep in an attic. When he
wakes up, he realizes that he is alone. Like most
kids would, he is ecstatic to be home alone. Unfortunately for him, two men are trying to rob their
house, so he has to do everything he can to protect
it. This American Comedy film is a great classic
movie to laugh and watch with your family.
The Polar express (2004)
This movie is also based on a lovely children’s book
written by Chris Van Allsburg. I am sure that many
of you have watched this movie during elementary school. If not, take some time to watch it this
month. It is an animated movie about a young boy
that has a ticket for the polar express to go to the
North pole. During his long journey, he learns
about the importance of friendship, family, and
imagination.
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HOROSCOPES
By Caleigh Christy

Libra (Sep
23 - Oct 22):
Slow down
on your love pursuits
Libra because now is not
the time to open up for
new relationships. This
month is all about financial growth instead. Keep
money on your mind and
expect financial prospects
to end up in your favor.

Scorpio (Oct 23 Nov 21): If you’re
starting to feel
overwhelmed,
here is something to lift
your spirits. This month is
full of positivity for Scorpios. Your health and fitness will be at a peak - that
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
wear a mask though - take
time to keep this health
streak going.

Saggittarius (Nov
22 - Dec 21): This
month, set aside any
ill-feelings towards
your looks because you’re
gonna shine inside and out
this month. You’ve put in
the time and effort to make
yourself the way you want
to be, now someone else will
take time to notice too.

Capricorn
(Dec 22 - Jan
19): Your
relationships
this month are going to
get a little rocky, so hold
on tight. You’ll face many
ups and downs, but no
matter how rough it gets,
remind those you care
about how much you
love them and things will
turn out fine.

Aquarius
(Jan 20 - Feb
18): This
month savor every cheerful moment you have,
and you’ll have many. It’s
all about fun and time
with your friends and
family. Push away negative feelings and you’ll
have one of your best
months of the year.

Pisces (Feb
19 - March
20): You’ve
felt drained by
a negative setting you’re
having trouble escaping,
but someone outside of
your typical circle will
enter your life and help you
move past this negativity.
Who knows? There might
be something more there
than expected.

Aries (March 21
- April 19):
Sorry to say it
Aries, but this
month is going to be a chaotic one. You’ll face some
relationship problems and
have trouble balancing out
your finances, but take time
to center yourself and you’ll
be just fine. Remember to
keep moving forward.

Taurus (April
20 - May 20):
You’ve spent
a lot of time
strengthening your relationships and working
to move forward in your
career. Now, all of that
hardwork and effort will
be repaid in full. All of the
rewards of your labors
will be highly promising
and things can only get
better from here.

Gemini (May
21 - June 20):
If you’ve been
searching for
stronger relationships
with your friends or
family, now is the time
to act. You’re in a period
of great communication
and love, meaning that
a special someone might
appear in your life as
well.

Cancer (June
21 - July 22):
You’ll see some
major changes this month
Cancer, but don’t worry. Whatever you have
been putting your focus
on recently will see positive boosts and you’ll find
exactly what you’ve been
looking for. Just don’t push
yourself beyond that focus.

Leo (July 23 Aug 22): Your
family is about to
grow, and in the
best ways possible. Take
this month to focus on
love and community, and
the emotions you show to
those close to you will be
supported no matter what.

Virgo (Aug
23 - Sep 22):
This month
you might face
some difficult
obstacles and dead ends
in moving forward with
your career and future
prospects. Change gears
and let yourself let go. It’s
okay not to be in control
Virgo, this month just
relax and let change come
freely.
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WINTER WORDSEARCH
By Sai Rishi

Snowman
Winter
Ice
Sleigh
Blizzard

Reindeer
Holidays
Hot Chocolate
Freezing
www.jmmswordandshield.com

Skiing
Ice Hockey
Icicles
Snowflake
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SPORTS
DIVISION RACES TIGHTEN IN THE NFC

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
The NFC is full of surprises and competition this year. The New Orleans Saints, Seattle Seahawks, and Green
Bay Packers round out the top three in the conference, but the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and Arizona Cardinals are
not far behind. Most divisions have been highly competitive. Quarterback Russell Wilson led the Seattle Seahawks
to a booming start to the 2020 NFL season. Wilson put up MVP numbers from right out of the gate to put his team
firmly atop the NFC West. Kyler Murray, however, has quietly wheeled his Arizona Cardinals team to within striking distance of the Seahawks. Helped by star receiver DeAndre Hopkins, Murray put himself into the MVP conversation after beating the Seahawks in an overtime thriller. The Los Angeles Rams and the San Francisco 49ers have
had disappointing seasons so far, but
these two dual-threat quarterbacks are
sure to give us plenty of more
action as the season comes to
a close.
Tom Brady and
the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers are
trying to chase
down the New
Orleans Saints
in the NFC
South. he
Saints got
off to a slow
start, but
Drew Brees,
Taysom
Hill, and
Alvin
Kamara
have helped
the team
heat up as
of late. The
Saints find
themselves
at the top
of the division,
but the Buccaneers are certainly
not far behind.
The Atlanta Falcons
and Carolina Panthers have had minimal
success this season. It will
be interesting to see who will
take the division in the second half
of the season.
The Green Bay Packers started the season off hot and have a lead in the NFC North. The Chicago Bears took first
place for a week but have cooled off considerably. They are barely managing to keep a winning record. The Minnesota Vikings didn’t seem like contenders at the start of the season, but running back Dalvin Cook has carried the
team back into the division race and put himself in the MVP conversation. The Detroit Lions sit at the bottom of the
division in yet another subpar season. Packers’ quarterback Aaron Rodgers is arguably the leader in the MVP race,
but the likelihood of him winning the award will depend greatly on how the race plays out.
The NFC East has been the worst division in football this year. The New York Giants and Dallas Cowboys haven’t
been able to win games. The Washington Football Team is in a rebuilding year, so it’s record is also atrocious. The
Philadelphia Eagles were expected to be in competition with the Cowboys for the top spot, but quarterback Carson
Wentz and the Eagles have underperformed as well. None of the NFC East teams have a winning record, but one
must go to the playoffs. It will be interesting to see how these division races play out during the second half of the
season.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHAT GRAHAM MERTZ AS
THE BADGERS’ QUARTERBACK MEANS

By Caleigh Christy
Graham Mertz is starting as a Redshirt Freshman this year
and so far his stats have shown a major improvement for
quarterbacks at UW Madison. After the first-string quarterback, Jack Coan, injured his foot in practice Graham Mertz
took center stage as the starting QB. Normally, starting a
new QB this late in the season can have unforeseen consequences, but within the few games that Mertz has played in
thus far, there hasn’t been any damage from his starting. Still,
losing Coan means the team won’t be as good as it could’ve
been. It won’t be the level of production or talent we were
hoping for, but there were also fewer games than expected.
The high-level playoffs will be a lot tougher for Mertz as a
freshman compared to Coan as a somewhat seasoned senior.
We might lose out on some big titles, assuming that they
still happen, but Mertz shows a lot of potential for his future
at the UW to push the Badgers even further. Mertz has an
undeniable talent and an arm that the Badgers needed in
seasons past. So far his stats are promising for a short, but
successful season. Although there will need to be some adjustments made by the whole team for a player inexperienced
with college football plays and defenses, this starting position
will help Mertz grow into a greater force to be reckoned
with. Mertz’s talent will - fingers crossed - exceed its expected limit thanks to extra playing time this season. With a
Freshman starting there won’t be the bonds between players
that normally grows stronger through years or playing and
practicing together and Mertz will have to put in a lot of
extra work as the season finishes up to bring the team to the
level they aspire to be, but the talent and the opportunity for
greatness are there and it will be up to the coaches and the
rest of the team to help use Graham Mertz’s potential to its
fullest.

MMSD WINTER
SPORTS UPDATE

By Jessica Jiang
As of now, winter sports are not occurring in
person. MMSD has issued a statement regarding
winter sports. As sports are considered a part
of the school experience, the administration has
decided that while school is virtual, any activities
involving athletics will not be held on school
grounds until after January 24th. However, this
is by no means a set date as the state of athletics
will be determined by the progression of the
pandemic in the coming months. While MMSD
also discourages students from meeting on their
own to train and practice for the safety of students and the Madison community, the athletics
department is working its hardest to ensure
students will have access to as many athletic and
fitness opportunities as possible. Student-athletes
cannot meet in person, but they should be on
the lookout for news from their coaches about
fitness and strength training programs that can
be held virtually in real-time.
During the absence of winter sports, it is imperative that students take the time for physical
activity to ensure their well-being, both physically and mentally. With proper safety procedures,
make sure to get up and moving, Spartans!
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AFC PLAYOFFS
PICTURE REMAINS MURKY

By Tanay Desai
If the NFL playoffs started today,
the Pittsburgh Steelers would hold
the number 1 seed in the AFC and
a first-round bye with a record of
9-0. Mike Tomlin has coached the
Steeler defense to be one the best in
the NFL, and with the emergence
of rookie wide receiver Chase Claypool, the Pittsburgh offense has also
been clicking. Many still believe that
the Steelers are not the best team in
the conference, despite holding the
best record, as they have not beaten
quality opponents convincingly. The
next best record in the AFC belongs
to the Kansas City Chiefs. The Super
Bowl 54 champions have not taken
their foot off the gas this season, as
they are second in the NFL in points
scored per game at 31.8 ppg, and are
averaging an absurd 37 points per
game in their last 3 games.
We mentioned earlier that Pittsburgh has one of the best defenses in
football, but the title of best defense
belongs to the Indianapolis Colts.
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The Colts lead the AFC South after
defeating the Tennessee Titans on
a Thursday night, where the Titans
had a punt blocked and shanked another punt giving the Colts excellent
field position and eventually a dominant 34-17 victory. The Colts defense
has only allowed 290 yards per game
and 177 total points through 9 games
of their season. Since the Colts hold
the tiebreaker, they lead the AFC
South at 6-3, while the Titans sit just
behind also at 6-3.
While the NFC East, is proving
to be the NFC’s “least”, the AFC East
has several teams that have a shot at
the playoffs. The Buffalo Bills have a
.5 game lead on the Miami Dolphins
after the Bills lost to the Arizona
Cardinals on a wild hail mary. Bills
quarterback Josh Allen leads the NFL
in passing yards at 2,871, and his goto guy Stefon Diggs leads the league
in receptions with 73 catches. Just
behind the Bills are the upstart Miami Dolphins. With a record of 3-3,
the Dolphins head coach opted to
make their first-round selection, and
5th pick in the draft, Tua Tagovailoa
their starting quarterback. Tagovailoa took over the quarterback position while the team was on a 2 game
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winning streak, and since has led the
Dolphins to 3 more wins. Miami is
the hottest team in the league.
Also on a winning streak and sitting at 6-3 are the Raiders. Las Vegas
has been a relatively inconsistent
team, after beating the Chiefs, they
lost 45-20 to the Buccaneers. The
Baltimore Ravens and the Cleveland
Browns, yes the Browns, also sit at
6-3. Cleveland will have Nick Chubb
back for the remainder of the season,
a relief for head coach Kevin Stefanski. The Ravens have struggled to get
their passing game going this season after a historic 14-2 season. QB
Lamar Jackson also said that defenses
are “calling out their plays.” After
an uninspired performance against
Bill Belichick’s Patriots, the Ravens
hope to finish the final third of the
season on a tear. While the AFC
houses some of the NFL’s best teams,
they also have two of the worst. The
New York Jets are yet to win a game,
and the Jacksonville Jaguars have
lost 8 straight after winning their
first game. With so many competitive teams, the AFC playoff picture
remains murky.
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL
PLAYOFF FIELD
NARROWS

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
Teams of the AP Top 25 Poll have been
highly competitive so far this college football
season. There have been many unexpected
teams who have emerged as contenders for the
College Football Playoff. Even perennial powerhouses, such as Clemson, have been upset.
Many teams are playing abbreviated schedules
due to coronavirus outbreaks, so the playoff
race is even more complicated than usual.
Alabama, Notre Dame, Ohio State, and
Clemson round out the top four teams in the
AP Top 25 Poll. Texas A&M and Florida are
not far behind. Clemson held the top spot for
most of the season, but an overtime loss at Notre Dame caused the team to drop in the rankings. The Tigers were playing without quarterback Trevor Lawrence, a potential number one
pick in the upcoming NFL Draft, so they were
able to maintain a spot in the top five. Despite
losing to Texas A&M, Florida has been on a
tear. Quarterback Kyle Trask has been putting on a show with a stacked receiving core,
and Florida finds itself in the College Football
Playoff conversation. Many experts say, however, that it would be extremely difficult for a
one-loss team to have a chance at making the
College Football playoff, especially in a shortened season, but it will be interesting to see
how things play out as the season progresses.
Cincinnati, BYU, Indiana, and Wisconsin
lie at the bottom of the top 10. Zach Wilson
has helped BYU to a hot start, and the quarterback has also made a name for himself as an
NFL prospect. Indiana and Wisconsin have
had big wins to start their seasons, but they
have played too few games due to coronavirus
outbreaks and the Big Ten’s late start to be
ranked higher at this point. As the season progresses, conference championships and style
points will certainly be of utmost importance
to teams hoping to make a run for the College
Football Championship.

BADGER BASKETBALL IS
BACK

By Tanay Desai
On the same day, the Badger football team obliterated the
Michigan Wolverines, the Badger basketball team had their
annual red-white scrimmage at the Kohl Center. The scrimmage was broadcasted on YouTube and commentated by
Badger play-by-play announcer Matt Lepay. While some fans
expressed frustration with the team’s play, there are many reasons to be optimistic for the upcoming season.
For starters, the starting lineup will likely consist of players
who were on the team last year. The projected starting lineup
is D’Mitrik Trice, Brad Davison, Aleem Ford, Micah Potter,
and Nate Reuvers. The only player from last year’s team that
will not be a part of this year’s team is Brevin Pritzl, who was a
senior last season. After improving from 7.9 points a game in
his sophomore year, to 13.1 points per game in his junior year,
Nate Reuvers’s progression will be key for the Badgers to be
able to make another run at the Big Ten title. Micah Potter’s
success was a welcome surprise for Wisconsin last season, The
transfer from Ohio State averaged a little over 6 rebounds per
game, 10 points per game, and formed a dynamic duo with
point guard D’Mitrik Trice.
The Badgers will also have Tyler Wahl back for the 202021 season. The sophomore averaged a measly 2.6 points per
game, however, he played a key role in other aspects of the
game. Greg Gard and his staff were able to sign the most
decorated class ever last season, and with that key contributors
may be found from the 2020 recruiting class. Johnny Davis,
Wisconsin’s “Mr. Basketball ‘’ in 2020, and Ben Carlson, a 4
star forward from St. Paul, will be the freshmen most likely to
see playing time this winter. The 2020-21 Big Ten Basketball
season has not been released, but as of now, it looks like the
season will start without too many issues.
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ALEXANDER ZVEREV WINS BACK-TO-BACK TITLES
IN GERMANY

By Jessica Jiang
Alexander “Sascha” Zverev, the 23-year-old German tennis star, won back-to-back titles in his home country
on October 18th and 25th. The tournaments, the bett1HULKS Indoors and the bett1HULKS Championship were
both held in Cologne, Germany as replacements for the many canceled tournaments of this year’s ATP (Association
of Tennis Professionals - the main organizer of men’s tennis tournaments) tour due to COVID-19. Each tournament consisted of 5 rounds and 28 players, with the top four seeded players receiving byes. Matches were only 3
sets long as opposed to the usual 5 sets of Grand Slams. The tournaments took place at Lanxess Arena, a venue that
has previously hosted concerts, as well as other sporting events.
At the bett1 HULKS Indoors, Zverev was seeded number 1 and received a bye first round. From then, Zverev
only lost one set on his way to victory. Although he had a couple of closer matches, as he just squeaked a victory
over Alejandro Davidovich Fokina of Spain in the semifinals with each set in his straight-set win reaching tiebreaks, he was resilient and made it to the championship round. There, Zverev competed against 20-year-old Felix
Auger-Aliassime, the young rising star of Canada. With a strong sense of counter-attacking and defense, Zverev
was able to take advantage of his opportunities to force errors or hit clean winners. He took a 6-3, 6-3 win in under
80 minutes. Zverev had a tougher time the next week at the bett1HULKS Championship. Once again, he
		
received a bye and was seeded 1st. He faced 3 set matches and close 2-setters 		
all along the way against each of his opponents before the finals. He 		
avenged his 4-set loss against Jannik Sinner at the 4th round of Roland
Garros with a straight 2-set win in the semifinals at Cologne. Zverev played
Argentina’s Diego Schwartzmann in the finals. Schwartzmann, who reached the
semifinals in Roland Garros, continued to have a strong defense, but it was not
enough to match Zverev’s fire that day. With big forehands and good consistency,
Zverev seemed almost unstoppable as he forced errors out of the quick Schwartzmann, eventually getting a 6-2, 6-1 win.
The ATP Tour will resume in early January. Tennis fans will wait in
anticipation at what the new season has to offer under these unprecedented circumstances.

ANDREY RUBLEV WINS ST. PETERSBURG TITLE
ON HOME SOIL

By Sophia Jiang
23-year-old Andrey Rublev of Russia won the championship of the St. Petersburg title when he faced another
23 years old, Borna Coric, of Croatia. Both players faced difficulties and hardships on the road towards the final
and won against many other challenging players. Stakes were high as these two new, rising, tennis stars battled it
out in Russia. Rublev came back from 5-2 down and won the first set tiebreak with a 5-point win streak. In the
second set, Rublev dominated, breaking Coric’s serve and proceeding to win his next 3 service games without
facing a single breakpoint. The win helped Rublev secure a spot in the ATP finals, and moved Rublev to rank in
the top 10 for the first time. Along with St. Petersburg, Rublev has also won at Qatar, Adelaide, and Hamburg.
After beating Coric, Rublev reached his 34th win this season, ranking him second only to Novak Djokovic and
one spot ahead of Greece’s Tsitsipas. Rublev’s win at St. Petersburg marks the second year in a row that a Russian has won the title, last year being Daniil Medvedev.
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INTERNATIONAL BREAK PROVIDES SOCCER
FANS PLENTY
OF EXCITEMENT
By Nolan Sullivan
After a nine-month hiatus, the
U.S. Men’s National Team resumed
playing this past month with a pair
of exhibition matches. Coached by
former MLS defender Gregg Berhalter, the revamped side of youngsters secured two solid results. They
returned with a scoreless 0-0 draw
to Wales, who were without star
Tottenham forward Gareth Bale.
While it wasn’t anything special, as
a fan you can’t complain about that
result from the second-youngest
squad in team history. In a far more
action-packed game, Berhalter’s side
put six goals past Panama’s defense
despite a shaky all-around performance. On the bright side, 18-year
old Gio Reyna, from the German
club Borussia Dortmund, scored his
first-ever senior goal for the national team. He is a part of the so-called
“golden generation” of men’s soccer

talent in America, which includes
Christian Pulisic, Weston McKennie, and Sergiño Dest, all of whom
are competing at very high levels for
their respective clubs in Europe.
Speaking of Europe, the UEFA
Euro 2021 qualifiers wrapped up
during the November international
break. While the competition was
originally supposed to begin this
past June, it was pushed back to next
summer due to COVID-19 concerns. Hungary’s Dominik Szoboszlai scored a winner in the 92nd
minute to defeat Iceland, and Scottish keeper David Marshall saved a
penalty to deny Serbia passage to the
tournament.
While the sample size has been
limited, the current Premier League
table holds some results that nobody
expected to see. After Matchday 8,
the notorious underdogs, Leicester
City, hold the top spot in the league.
Striker Jamie Vardy has returned
to the same form that allowed
them to claim the league title back
in 2015, but we will have to see if
their impressive play can continue.
In less fortunate news, both clubs
from Manchester, United, and City,
have struggled out of the gate in this

UFC’S FIGHT ISLAND

campaign. While they each have a
game in hand, it will be interesting
to see if either of them can make the
climb back into the top six as many
had projected them to place. Reigning champions, Liverpool FC, have
started out their campaign strong
and currently hold the number three
spot in the Premiership. While their
squad has been plagued with injuries to their defense early on, new
acquisition Diogo Jota has provided
a new spark to an already lethal
attack.

By Tanay Desai
Amidst a pandemic, UFC President Dana White was determined to make sure that UFC events happen in 2020.
After failing to secure a location for UFC 249 in the United States, White told ESPN he had cemented a private island and promised to have the Octagon on the beach. White delivered on this promise, and Fight Island was finally
revealed to the public as Yas Island, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. Yas Island is home to many tourist attractions in Abu Dhabi such as Yas Mall, Ferrari World, Sea World, Warner Bros. World Abu Dhabi, and Yas Waterworld. The island hosted UFC 251, UFC 253, UFC 254, and several fight nights. The biggest event at Fight Island
was the last: UFC 254. The headliner bout for UFC 254 was a UFC Lightweight Championship fight between
Khabib Nurmagomedov and interim champion Justin Gaethje. Khabib defeated Justin Gaethje and during his postfight interview, announced his retirement from mixed martial arts. Nurmagomedov, said “It was [the] first time
after what happened with my father. When UFC called me with Justin, I talked with my mother [for] three days.
She don't [want me] to go fight without [my] father, but I promised her it's gonna be my last fight. And if I give
my word, I have to follow this.” Nurmagomedov’s father passed away in July after contracting Covid-19. White’s
efforts to secure a private island for UFC proved worthwhile after the Ultimate Fighting Championship was able to
host events for 3 months.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NBA OFFSEASON

By Tanay Desai
Almost a month removed from the NBA
championship, where Lebron James and
the Los Angeles Lakers defeated Jimmy
Butler and the Miami Heat in a 6 game
series at Walt Disney World, the NBA
will begin its offseason. On the 18th of
November, the NBA Draft will occur. The
Minnesota Timberwolves won the NBA
lottery and will pick first Wednesday night.
The Golden State Warriors, who will return
their lethal backcourt duo of Klay Thompson and Steph Curry for the upcoming
season, are slotted to pick 2nd, and Michael Jordan’s Charlotte Hornets will pick
3rd. Chicago, Cleveland, Atlanta, Detroit,
and New York round out the top 8. All of
the previous teams mentioned play in the
NBA’s Eastern Conference. The defending
champion Lakers made the first acquisition
of the 2020 NBA offseason, trading away
the 28th pick in the NBA draft to Oklahoma City in exchange for point guard
Dennis Schröder. Following this move, the
Thunder traded away their other star point
guard Chris Paul to the Phoenix Suns in
exchange for Kelly Oubre Jr., Ricky Rubio,
Ty Jerome, Jalen Lecque, and a 2022 firstround pick. The Suns are looking to capitalize on their new-found momentum after
going 8-0 in the NBA’s bubble. This will be
a much shorter offseason than past years as
the NBA season is scheduled to tip-off on
December 22nd.
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BADGER FOOTBALL OFF TO
A DOMINANT START

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
Freshman quarterback Graham Mertz has shown his talent
and potential in the team’s first two games of the season. After an
incredible performance in the Badgers’ first game of the season
against Illinois, the team was forced to cancel two games and suspend practices due to a coronavirus outbreak among both players
and staff. Wisconsin returned to face the Michigan Wolverines
in Ann Arbor. Though ranked 13th in the country, many thought
that the Badgers would need to take time to settle in and shake the
rust off. To fans’ surprise, Wisconsin humiliated Michigan from
the start of the game and ended up with a lopsided victory that
put them into the top 10 of the AP Top 25 Poll.
Graham Mertz threw for 5 touchdowns and completed 20 of
21 passes in a 45-7 record-setting game against Illinois. The Badgers moved to 13 on the AP Top 25 Poll, but positive coronavirus
tests, starting with Mertz, forced the team to suspend its activities. Games against Nebraska and Purdue were canceled, so the
Badgers’ abbreviated season became even shorter.
Many experts didn’t expect the Badgers to perform to their
usual capabilities because of the long layoff. Instead of slowly
settling into the game, Wisconsin came out of the gates firing on
all cylinders. Michigan quarterback Joe Milton threw two picks
on the team’s first two drives, giving Wisconsin excellent field
position on which they capitalized for two touchdowns. The Badgers’ suffocating defense held Michigan without a first down until
the second quarter, and it was clear to viewers that Wisconsin
was playing better in every facet of the game. Coach Paul Chryst
frequently called a frequent end-around play that reinforced Wisconsin’s powerful running game. Though the Badgers were heavily favored to win, the team’s incredible margin of victory over Jim
Harbaugh’s Michigan team was surprising, especially considering
that Graham Mertz wasn’t as accurate or utilized as he had been in
the team’s first game.
The Badgers improved to number 10 in the AP Top 25 Poll
following the game against Michigan. As they work further into
their schedule, however, they will be challenged by some more
competitive teams, such as Northwestern and Indiana. Assuming
they win out the rest of their schedule, which is no easy task, the
Badgers will likely face a formidable Ohio State team in the Big
Ten Championship. Fans and experts alike predict that a victory
over Ohio State for a Big Ten title would surely be enough for a
prestigious spot in the College Football Playoff, but some point to
Wisconsin’s short schedule as a cause for concern. Moving forward, it is clear that every game is crucial to Wisconsin, and style
points certainly do matter if they hope to make it to the College
Football Playoff.
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OPINIONS

TWO PERSPECTIVES ON SNOW!
SNOW IS THE BEST
PART OF WINTER

WHY SNOW IS BAD

By Amina Waheed
Ah, winter. Snow, lights, sledding, and snowmen.
By Maggie Di Sanza
Right? Wrong. Contrary to popular belief, a white
In Wisconsin, our regularly changing weather is of- winter is not as great as it seems, and in November? No
ten unreliable; however, one climate certainty that we way. Not only does snow bring the bitter cold, but also
can look to is snow during winter. Without a doubt,
days shorter than lunch, seasonal depression, cloudy
Wisconsin has immense amounts of snow between
days galore, and frozen cars. Sure, it’s pretty to look
November and February, allowing for months of fun,
at, but so are flowers, butterflies, and the green, green
holiday spirit. Snow is the best part of winter, and
grass.
here’s why.
The cold is never comfortable. It causes us to curl
For one, snow allows for a myriad of different
into balls. It scrunches and shrivels our skin. It makes
popular sports like snowboarding, skiing, and sledding. us lazy because the only warm place is bed. It makes
Without snow, we would not be able to partake in
our fingertips purple. It’s even worse if you’re anemic!
annual ski trips to Tyrol Basin and other winter sport
As if that wasn’t enough, you’ll get sun maybe once
facilities. For many, this would mean the absence of
a week, and it won’t be close to how potent it is in
sporting events, fun with friends and family, and the
summer (since it’s at a lower angle, remember ISP?).
general enjoyment of winter. Whether or not you are
The cloudy gloom during the rest of the week leads to
a competitive winter sports participant, getting outside depression and social withdrawal, and often, you won’t
and enjoying the cool weather with friends and family be able to recognize the reason it’s happening. If you
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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is priceless, and an excellent transition into the new
year. Additionally, snow means - at least for people in
the northern hemisphere - the holiday and festive season! I’d be lying if I told you I wasn’t incredibly excited
about the winter holidays (even before Thanksgiving).
Every time the snow falls outside, I immediately think
of familial celebrations, exchanging gifts, eating big
dinners, and listening to Madison’s Home for the Holidays on 105.1. I will most certainly belt ‘Have a Holly
Jolly Christmas’ while frolicking outside in the snow,
and I am unashamed to say so. On top of that, the
snowy weather means snow days! Of course, in remote
learning this is quite different. But during in-person
school, winter in Wisconsin almost guarantees at least
one snow day. I mean, do you remember a few years
back when nearly two weeks of school were declared
snow days because of the polar vortex… during finals!?
Being able to relax, drink hot chocolate, and spend time
with friends when you thought you would be attending
school is the most rewarding experience.

want to go anywhere, forget about it. First, you have
to slug on about 30 layers of clothing against the Wisconsin weather. Then, you’ll have to wipe the snow off
your car with flimsy mittens and that ugly black giraffe
hairbrush, and then unfreeze the engine as you sit on
that biting cold leather seat.
Hot chocolate and ice hockey, therefore, cannot
outweigh the horrid aspects of winter. Winter and
snow have much larger negative effects on ordinary
people, than any benefit they might bring to psychopaths. Therefore, we should stop hyping up this time
of the year, and instead shift that love to summer and
spring.

THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC IS GETTING WORSE

By Antonio Wu
Unbelievably, one year has already passed since the initial discovery of COVID-19. I still remember discussing
this in my AP Lang classroom in December of 2019, when the disease was still just a footnote in the international
news. What innocent days.
But if there’s anything we’ve learned since then, it’s that we are really quite awful at dealing with a pandemic.
Let’s take a moment to look at some statistics together. As of late November, there are 12.6 million known cases and 259,000 deaths from COVID-19 in the US. Wisconsin alone has over 386,000 cases, which is already well
above the population of Madison. In Dane County there are 26,485 cases, which means almost certainly a few
dozen at our own school.
We are now in a third wave of coronavirus. The first wave was around April, which is roughly the first time
shutdowns of states and cities took place across the country. Daily cases averaged around 30,000-35,000, then decreased until June. By July we were in our second wave, and daily cases reached a high of 76,000 on the 17th. Cases
dropped slightly again by early September.
The third wave started in the fall, and
it is much worse than the previous waves.
For the last week in November, we have
had well above 150,000 daily cases, and the
curve is going up.
If we thought we were too complacent at
the onset of the pandemic, it seems that the
apathy has only gotten worse. Many of us in
the face of such staggering statistics but not
yet quite thrust directly into the reality of
COVID have explained the ordeal away as a
natural occurrence that will end in time on
its own. This is simply not the reality.
COVID-19 has been brutal worldwide,
42
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but in America we have been exclusively stubborn in not recognizing the severity of this issue. Nations such
as New Zealand, Taiwan, Iceland and Singapore took the threat seriously and have all but squashed the virus.
School has resumed, businesses have reopened, and while social distancing and wearing masks is still the norm,
life has gone back to normal.
By contrast, America decided it would keep its businesses open and force its way back into normality. The
consequence is the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans.
There is a lot to be said about the lack of an organized federal response, the politicization of COVID-19 and
the widespread misinformation that is making it extraordinarily difficult for individuals to stay home. But in the
meantime, continue to limit the number of times you leave your home for public areas as much as you are able;
wear a mask and socially distance at all times outside of your home, even when you aren’t inside a building.

DEMOCRATS
SCREWED UP

By Antonio Wu
If you thought the General
Election was a great victory for the
Democrats, think again. Democrats
just barely fell short of a complete
disaster, and that’s not saying much
at all. In the presidential election,
they were slated to take North
Carolina, Florida, Iowa and even
maybe Ohio. Biden lost all of them,
and perhaps most telling of all,
Florida was called early in the night.
It wasn’t even close. The Rust Belt
states were expected to be blowouts
for Biden--somewhere in the neighborhood of 9 percentage points in
Wisconsin. Biden won by less votes
here than Trump did in 2016.
You might be thinking, “gee, isn’t
that a little harsh? Biden still won
the election.” But Democrats failed
desperately in Congressional races,
and if Biden is to achieve anything
in these next four years, he is going
to need a unified government.
Democrats were expecting to
gain somewhere around a dozen-plus seats in the House on top
of their current majority, but they
instead lost 7 seats to Republicans.
Democrats were also hoping to take
back the Senate by flipping Republican-held seats that were turning out
to be blue-leaning races in Arizona,
Colorado, Georgia, North Carolina

and Maine. Iowa was a tossup. In
each of these races, there were weak
Republican candidates or changing
demographics helping out the Democrats. In the end, only Arizona and
Colorado went to Democrats. They
needed to flip 4 seats (3 if they won
the presidential election) to retake
the majority. In Maine, Republican
incumbent Susan Collins was widely
expected to lose to her Democratic
challenger, Sara Gideon after losing popularity from votes like the
confirmation of Justice Kavanaugh.
Collins ended up winning reelection
by over 70,000 votes.
The one shining spot for Democrats in this entire election was
Georgia. Who would have
thought that this Deep
South, solid-red state
would have gone
blue? Congratulations are in order,
but not for the usual establishment
Democrats
who would
otherwise
take
credit
for
such
a
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victory. Indeed, Georgia was won
by the efforts of progressive leaders;
most notably Stacey Abrams, who,
after actually almost winning the
2018 Georgia gubernatorial race,
founded an organization that registered about 800,000 new voters in
the state.
Democrats would be foolish to
think they won the election primarily by convincing undecided voters
or disillusioned one-time Trump
voters. Donald Trump still won
the second highest popular vote in
history. And while obviously first
place in the popular vote still goes
to Joe Biden, 11 million more voters
turned out for Trump this year than
they did in 2016. The reality is
that this election was a competition over who could turn out
more voters. The undecided
voter has long diminished
into obscurity.
Biden’s 80 million votes
were perhaps more the
result of efforts
from leaders like
Stacey Abrams.
Around the
country,
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progressives banded together to turn
out the vote in the marginalized
communities that typically face high
barriers to voting. In Abrams’ own
experience, her opponent in 2018
was the Secretary of State of Georgia and therefore was in charge of
overseeing his own election. 670,000
voter registrations were purged in
2017, disproportionately affecting
the black and brown communities
that the Democratic party depends
on. Yet somehow, a significant
portion of the Democratic party is
now blaming losses in the House on
the progressives themselves. Moderates are complaining that ‘radical’
rhetoric and policy suggestions like
Medicare for All, the Green New
Deal and defunding the police are
responsible for their losses. The
progressive response is best summed
up by Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez in an interview
with the New York Times: “we
learned [from the 2020 election]
that progressive policies do not hurt
candidates. Every single candidate
that co-sponsored Medicare for All
in a swing district kept their seat.
We also know that co-sponsoring the Green New Deal was not a
sinker. Mike Levin was an original
co-sponsor of the legislation, and he
kept his seat”. Multiple Democratic
candidates in swing districts that
didn’t support policies like Medicare for All lost their elections. Not
a single person ran on defunding
the police, and only one co-sponsor
of the Green New Deal lost their
election. In this conversation about
progressive policy, I am reminded
of the first presidential debate. Most
of us in the Democratic party would
like to say that Biden soundly won
the election. Trump was completely
unhinged, we say. He was unpresidential. Unfortunately, that is simul44

taneously true and completely beside
the point. Because while Trump
was a complete disgrace, he successfully energized his base. He spent a
good portion of the debate attacking Biden on the Green New Deal,
and Biden doesn’t even support the
Green New Deal. All Biden could do
was straddle the line between ‘well,
I care about the climate, but I’m
also not a radical’. The result? More
voters turn out for Trump out of
fear for policies like the Green New
Deal, and the Democratic party goes
back to fighting over how serious
they are about stopping the climate
crisis. The problem is not the Green
New Deal. The problem is the Democratic party’s weakness for these
attacks that portray them as scary
extremists who are going to turn the
country upside down (which is arguably what Trump has been doing
for the last four years). Biden’s loss
in Florida, for example, was in large
part due to the increased turnout in
the Latinx community for Trump.
Misinformation campaigns made
Biden out to be a socialist, which
is both patently false and a
significant deal breaker for
voters like Cuban-Americans in the Miami area.
Had moderate Democrats taken progressives
seriously for the last
four years, they
could have
prevented
this well
thought
out
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fear-mongering attack. The Democratic party lacks unity and clear
messaging. And as Congresswoman
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez puts it,
“not a single one of these campaigns
[that lost] were firing on all cylinders. They were vulnerable to these
messages...but they were also sitting
ducks”. You can bet the Republicans
were firing on all cylinders when
they convinced Floridians Biden
was a socialist. And so the greatest
irony is that despite the establishment Democrats’ impulse to blame
progressives, the balance of government now rests on those very
progressives. Republicans have 50
Senate seats, while Democrats have
48. There are two runoff elections
happening in Georgia on January
5th, and Democrats need both to
win the majority. Stacey Abrams is
busy registering voters and getting
absentee ballots out. Again, no one
was expecting Georgia to go blue in
the presidential election. Had it not
been for Abrams’ efforts, Georgia
wouldn’t even be in the conversation at this point, and Democrats
would be looking at at least
another two years of Mitch
McConnell as Senate
Majority Leader. So get
it together, Democrats.
Without the progressives, this election
would have been a
complete flop.

